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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

The president of Concordia College in
Moorehead, Minn., suspended publication
of the student newspaper recently
because of its general editorial policy
and, in particular, because it carried an
advertisement for an abortion service in
its latest edition.

Dr. Joseph L. Knutson said, "When a
college newspaper carries defiance of the
purposes and goals of the college and the
admonitions of staff and students to the
point of running a paid ad for an abortion
clinic in New York and when news is put
in such perspective as to make drugs and
sex seem the predominant theme among
Concordia students, I as president have no

other recourse than to suspend
publication of the paper."

In the first place, he said, advertising
abortion services is against the law in
Minnesota, and the college corporation is
legally responsible for the student
newspaper.

"But I'm also concerned about common
decency and the attempt to circumvent
the counseling that someone in trouble

should have," Dr. Knutson added.

The weekly newspaper, The
Concordian, which was last published on
Friday, will be suspended "until all
interested parties can come to some
agreement as to the nature and purpose of
the college paper in harmony with the

ideals and goals of Concordia as set forth
in her official documents."

Concordia, which has 2,350 students, is
affiliated with the American Lutheran
Church. Dr. Knutson is a Lutheran
minister.

The advertisement pomted out that
abortions are now legal under certain
circumstances in New York. It went on to
advise young women to get a medical test

rather than taking any pills and to "copy
our number for future reference.

Apparently through a typographical
error, the ad listed an area 215 phone
number, which is Philadelphia, Pa. New
York City is area 212

According to the Associated Press, the
- editor of the newspaper, Omar Olson,

said, "A basic American tradition is
placed in jeopardy when the right of a

l rn also concerned about common 'decency and the attempt
to circumvent the counseling that someone in trouble should
have." —Dr. Joseph L. Knutson

newspaper as a free vehicle of expression
is abridged."

The Minnesota Daily published at the
University of Miiinesota in Minneapolis
has been running similar advertisements
for several New York abortion referral
services for three or four weeks,
according to business manager Dale
Schatzlein.

Schatzlein said he was not aware that
such advertisements were illegal.

Questions concermng questionable
advertisements have been directed to the
attorney general's office since a federal
court held that student papers must
accept editorial advertising if they accept
any at all.

(Editorial advertising refers to
advertising expressing a point of view on
an issue. )

A recent court decision striking down a
portion of Wisconsfn's abortion law,
which is almost identical to Minnesota's,
might affect the final opinion.
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idaho ranks 48th out of 50in faculty salaries:
fringe benefits compensate some for lower paV

j/loscow
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By lorna Sutton into these great big multi-versities. This
institution is still small enough so that
there can be a good deal of knowledge

across disciplines on the part of the

faculty and there can be student contact
to the extent that there couldn't be at
some of the great big universities.

"I think people that live in the
northwest tend to develop a pretty major
commitment to living in the northwest. I
think this is one major reason,"

Similar feelings were expressed by

Charles O. Christenson, Robert E.
Hosack, and Siegfried B.Rolland.

Pleasant campus
"I think that part of this might be

because it's a very pleasant campus in

many respects and it's a very pleasant
part of the country," said Christenson, an

associate professor of math. "Up to a
point, although it varies, people are
willing to put up with somewhat lower
salaries; however there does reach a
point."

"The question in my mind is are faculty
really willing to stay at low salaries,"
remarked Rolland, a professor of social
science and history. "Some faculty are
not at low salaries. Some are at rather
high salaries, and others are willing to
stay for a host of reasons, including the
outdoor life and outdoor facilities that are
available and the lack of crowded
environment.

Establfsh'ed
"Some in a sense got established for a

variety of reasons, and got their kids into
school and decided to see it through. And

having seen it through, they were

EDITOR'S NOTE: The following
article is the first in a series deal-
ing with faculty salaries at the uni-
versity of Idaho. The subject, of
considerable interest to students,
faculty members and citizens of the
State of Idaho, has been thoroughly
researched by Senior Editor Lorna
Sutton.

sufficiently rooted and so they have to
think very seriously whether a higher

salary elsewhere is really a higher salary.
"I figured many times that for me to

have left here any time in the last five or
six years would have required so much

higher salary that I couldn't consider it.
If you go to New York or some other

place for $2,000 more, you'e not really

getting it. In the view of many of us,

you'e just buying a peck of trouble.
"These things are sometimes very

personal. I will say one thing though, and

that is that I doubt if many people leave
here for other than higher salaries," he

stated.

Faculty salaries are low at the
University of Idaho. This raises questions
on why faculty members stay here,
recruiting problems, and its implications
on our education. All of these issues were
discussed by the academic vice president
and three faculty members yesterday.

Idaho ranks number 48 out of 50 states
in average, faculty salaries and fringe
benefits, according to the American
Association of University Professors
(AAUP) data for 1969-70, In view of this,
why is the University able to maintain its
faculty?

"Well, I think there are a number of
reasons," replied Robert W. Coonrod,
academic vice president. "One of them is
that it is a good climate and a lot of people
like that. I think the fact that it is not a
part of a large sprawling urban area is
becoming more and more of an advantage
than it used to be. We are now recruiting
people who are trying to get out of the big
cities, much more so than five years ago.

Size
"I think the size of the institution has a

great deal to do with it. There are people
who are really looking twice at getting

Other things
"There are other things of course. It's a

relatively small university yet and of

course there are a lot of us who like that.
There's personal atmosphere involving

not only faculty and administration, but

also students, that you can't achieve in

these other universities."
"I know one of the reasons that I'e

stayed here, or made very little effort to

go is that I never, even through three

restraint in 'saying what I thought,"

added Rolland, who has been here 19

years.
Does the fact that Idaho has such low

salaries have any reflection on the quality

of education which University of Idaho

students receive? This question brought

varied responses from the four men.
Mixed feelings

"Well, I have mixed feelings about

that," Rolland stated. "I think the ability

to be more selective is improved with

better salaries. I don't think that an in-

crease in salaries tomorrow would

improve instruction. I think improved

salaries in the long run will result in an

improvement of instruction. But even

there though, you can't always be sure.

Too often you don't know what you'e
getting. Too often you can' determine the

quality of instruction.
"I would obviously incline to the idea

that if we were average in salaries that in

a period of five to ten years that we would

substantially improve the quality of our
staff. This is not to say that we have a
poor staff. I think that, abstracted from

what we pay, we have a good staff. And

considering what we pay we have a lot
better than what we deserve."

Christenson added that the effe'ct would

vary considerably from discipling to
discipline depending on what the job
market is. "Over the long run it couldn'
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wishing B plan tickets and a 6 per cent
drop in those wanting the C plan.

"The 53 students who dropped out of
school completely during this time had an
effect on these figures too," she said.

During first semester there were 367
students on the A plan, 553 on the B plan
and 714 on the C plan.

Second semester
Second semester figures have been

broken down a little farther. according to
Miss Morin. The students have been
divided into those eating at the Gault
cafeteria and those eating at the Wallace
cafeteria,

H. E. Slade, assistant business
manager, said that the more food that is
served the cheaper the prices are in

buying and serving it.
Redistribution

"The difference in prices is an attempt
to distribute the extra costs to the people
who cause. them," he said. "The people
who eat all the meals can be planned on-

with the A and B plans the cafeteria can'
tell who's showmg up."

per cent bought the B ticket. and 41 or
13 per cent bought the C ticket.

The men's halls in both the Gault and
Wallace cafeterias show about 30 per cent
buying each ticket. In the Gault cafeteria
109 men bought the A ticket, 118 bought
the B ticket and 152 bought the C ticket.

In the Wallace cafeteria. 134 men

purchased the A ticket, 145 the B and 179

the C.

This semester there has been a
decrease in price for each ticket and also
a decrease in points on each ticket. This is
due to the fewer days involved, according
to Miss Morin.
This semester the A plan ticket will

cost $235 for the semester. This payment
has been broken into four smaller pay-
ments, the first three being $60 apiece
and the last one being $55. Each of the
eight.tickets issued will have 49 points.

The B ticket will cost $268 per
semester. This is divided into one $73

payment and three $65 payments, The B
ticket will have 61 points per time.

The C ticket will be for all the meals
and will cost $285 per semester. This will

be divided into one $75 payment and three

$70 payments.
Revised

The above schedule is a revised one
from what was originally planned. This is
because graduation was moved up a week
and therefore less points would be used.

If the total number of points per ticket
on both the A and B tickets are added up
and divided into the total semester's
payment, the figures show that students

on the A plan are paying 60 cents per point

while the students on the B plan are

paying 55 cents per point.
"There is no correlation between the

different tickets and the price charged for

each," Miss Morin said. "The students on

the B plan are getting more meals at a

cheaper rate, as the prices are based on

volume."

By Barbara Mayas

This year the University of Idaho has
been experimenting with a new meal plan
system, one which is not used in many
other colleges in the United .States,
according to Robert R. Parton, director
of housing.

2
This plan is onlv being used here, the

University of Wisconsin and San Diego

State College, as far as is known, Parton

said.
The plan consists of three different

meal plan tickets, A, B, and C. Each

ticket is worth so many points and

students are free to choose the ticket

which most closely suits their eating

habits.

(Continued on pape 2.)
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"The difference in prices
is an attempt to distribute
the extra costs to the people
who cause them, The people
who eat alj the meals can
be planned on —with the
A and B plans the cafeteria
can't tell who's showing

Up.
H.E. Slade, assistant

business manager
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Wanted new plan

"The students wanted a different meal

plan system, and we have tried to provide

a better one," Parton said. "We can'

satisfy everyone, but I think this system

has been very successful."

Students who were returning to the

University this year had little advance

warning in the different meal plan set-

ups, according to Miss Bernice Morin,

food service director.
"We didn't intend it to be that way,"

she said. "There was very little time

after the program was put into effect and

there wasn't time to distribute the

information to all the students.
Consequently, only the freshmen knew

anything about the system.

Information lack
"Because of this lack of information,

we allowed a one-month trial period,

during which time students could
determine which program was best suited

for them and change plans if need be."
Sixteen per cent of the students changed

to the A plan from other tickets at this

time, she said. At the same time, there
was an BT4 per cent drop in those students

These have been further broken down

into womens'or ms and mens'orms.

Miss Morin's figures indicate 92 women

students eating at Gault purchased the A

cent bought the C ticket.

the B ticket and 17 the C ticket.

These figures show about 50 per cent of

the women in Gault bought the A ticket, 41

per cent bought the B tickets and 9 per

cent bought the C ticket.

At Wallace

In the Wallace cafeteria, 146 women or
45 per cent bought the A ticket; 140 or 43
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help but improve the quality of our
instruction," he said.

Successful
"Sure it does," Hosack said. "But my

impression is that the University has been
able to recruit competitively nationally
quite successfully in almost all areas.
There are some subject matter areas in

which competition is very keen and it is

very difficult for the University to meet
national competition.

"There are not many such areas," he

added. "The law of supply and demand

has meant that people in these fields
could command very good salaries, and

these were out of the University of Idaho
brackets."

"That's tough to answer," Coonrod
said. "For a person who's only here for
money I guess the answer would be yes.
We may lose somebody who might be a
good instructor. If it's a question of
money only, we might be in danger of
keeping some people who would have
difficulty going someplace else.

Concerning recruiting problems,
Coonrod said it would depend on the area.
"In some areas it's very difficult. Right
now it's easier than it has been in the last
decade, due to the depression in technical
industries. I think that will tighten up

again.
Catching

"As long as we'e so low on the scale,
we'e still got a lot of catching up to do

before recruiting gets as easy as it would

be in some of the more prestigious and

and higher paying institutions," he

concluded.
The question of how salaries are

coinputed is a complex problem,
according to Dr. Coonrod. Printed matter
entitled "Uniform Procedures and
Criteria in Salary Determination" lists a
variety of evaluation forms that are used
to help arrive at the salary decision.

First is a form for evaluation of
teaching. This includes several questions
under the major areas of professional and
general performances. A second form
asks questions of the same general type
about administration. There is also an
evaluation on research and creative
activity. The final form is a summary
evaluation and salary recommendation
sheet which covers the evaluation scores
of the other sheets.

Coonrod's office also has a
supplemental instruction sheet and a
calendar for salary and promotion
procedure.
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Committee
to plans for

By linda FaBatai

A go-ahead was given to plans for
renovating Old Hays Hall at a Housing
subcommittee meeting on Feb. 10. The
decision came a week after vice-president
Sherman F, Carter sent a memorandum
to Professor Paul Mann, chairman of the
committee. The memo stated that
furniture was already being ordered for
the Hays Hall project.

In December, Carter had requested
Mann*s committee to make
recommendations concerning the
remodeling of old Hays and Forney for
student use. Carter's memo on Feb. 3
preempted any committee suggestions of
setting specific criteria concerning
occupancy and rent rates for the two
buildings.

Tom Slayton said of the memo:
-"Carter is making all the decisions the

committee should be making. Once he has
put it into the hands of a committee he
just can't jerk a decision like that."

Children not allowed
Old Hays, according to Carter, would be

converted into apartments for about 64
people. Occupancy wouid be reserved for
malegraduate and law students with one
floor possibly being reserved for graduate
women if enough w re interested. Carter
explained that Forney would probably be
converted into 20-25 apartments for
married couples. Carter also decided that
couples with children would not be able
to rent the apartments.

In a post-memorandum suggestion,
Jeanette Driskell, a graduate student
member of the committee, suggested that
the Hays apartments need not be
restricted to graduate and law students
but that a priority list should be
established for persons over 21 to avoid
legal age problems.

In a message to Dr. Carter on January
25, Richard Swindell, secretary of the
AGSUI, recommended that the hall be
reserved for graduate students with the
qualification that:

"Reserving these facilities for a
mature, homogenous group will produce
an atmosphere conducive to study,
thereby resulting in a minimum discipline
problem."

Eric Korte, member of the housing
committee, noted however, "Grad
students are no more prone to study then
undergraduates. Not every grad student
has or needs an office."

Swirtdeff comments

Swindell also recommended that if
Forney was converted to accommodate
married couples, the rent should be kept
low in order to attract tenents. Since
according to Swindell the estimated cost
for the conversion of the hall would be
$1,400 per unit, rent should stay around
$60-$70 per month."A...desirable facet of the
remodeling the Hays, Forney complex
will be in the effect such a step would

Here's more about ..

Feb. 16, 1971

gives o.k.
old Hays

have on Moscow landlords. If sixty single
graduate and law students and 20 married
couples are pulled from the rat race of
apartment hunting, the share of off-
campus accommodations will be
considerably improved and hopefully
landlords might be forced to lower rent or
improve facilities in order to attract
tenants," said Swindell.

Carter stated that the cost of the
married students apartments would
probably be about $100 per month and $2
per day for the individual apartments in
Hays. This is due, said Carter "to the
likely cost of conversion and furnishing of
these apartments and our need to make
economically sensible use of the building;
that is, to consider the opportunity cost
aspects of using this space."

Slayton suggests role
"The job of the University, said Tom

Slayton, "is to bring low cost housing to
Moscow by bringing'low cost housing to
the University therefore driving prices
down in the city." Slayton described the
housing market in Moscow as unrealistic.
Slayton also felt that Hays should not be
restricted to grad and law students and
that more consideration should be given
to using the apartments for women.

"Offering the apartments to
undergraduates over 21 would open up
more housing for married couples off-
campus," Slayton noted.

At the housing committee meeting on
Wednesday it was pointed out that Hays
Hall would be composed of 62 rooms for 64
occupants. Every floor will have three
bathrooms with a lounge area and cable
for T.V. Conduits will be in the rooms for
those who want private phones. Furniture
will be a combination stove, refrigerator,
sink, cabinet and charcoal hood, a bed
with a storage bolster, a mattress, desk,
tack board, table, desk chair, lounge
chair, desk lamp and floor lamp costing
$1,161,000in all.

No supervision
The apartments will not be supervised

by proctors or resident assistants. Unless
some are established by the Rules and
Regulations Committee there will be no
regulations for the units. Hays may be
ready for occupancy-next fall, according
to Carter, but it is doubtful that Forney
will be.

In approving the progress of the
project, the Housing Committee
recognized that Carter had taken the
matter from the committee's hands. In
answering a committee member's
question as to the role of the housing
committee in the Hays-Forney matter (if
Carter had already outlined the plans for
the project) the committee concluded
that its purpose was:

"to consider cost philosophy, look into
problem areas, and provide a clearing
house for the expression of people'
interests in the matter."

The Housing committee will meet again
Feb. 17 to further discuss Forney.

The unsightly presence of beer cans in
the trees surrounding the Alpha Tau
Omega (ATO) fraternity house was
eliminated last weekend through the
combined efforts of a handful of ATO
fraternity members and the University of
Idaho Young Americans for Freedom
(YAF) chapter.

Considerable attention had been given
to the cans in the past month, remnants of
the annual "Tincanner" ATO dance held
each'pring. ATO had expressed the
desire to see the cans removed and
requested that anyone interested, help
solve the problem.

Arn Berglund, chairman of the Ecology
Action Committee of YAF contacted the
ATO president and offered his
organization's assistance in removing the
cans.

According to Roger Koopman, YAF
chairman, the group had devised two
methods for taking down the beer cans.
They purchased a 20 foot bamboo pole and
mounted a six inch saw blade to one end.
This implement proved effective in
cutting the branches and string which
held the cans.

In addition, Berglund fashioned a bolo-
type arrangement consisting of two lead
sinkers and heavy cord. This was useful in

getting down some of the more
"stubborn" cans.

By noon Saturday all the cans were
down Many appeared to have been in

the trees for quite a few years.
They were then collected in cardboard

boxes and deposited in Argonaut Editor
Mike Kirk's office with a note attached
which read:

"We thought you would appreciate
having these. Next time, less talk and

more action, okay? Compliments of ATO

and YAF."
It was the Argonaut which originally

brought the tin-cans-in-the-trees issue to
the rest of the campus.

At that time the president of ATO

charged Kirk with the duty of taking the
cans out of the trees.

ATO CANS —These cans, which used to adorn the trees in front of the
ATO house were recently taken down by the fraternity with the help of
members of the YAF. They now can be found on the Argonaut Editor'
desk.

A ms aud YAFsjulitin cleanup;

gape beer cans down from trees

daily carillo
Each hour from 8 a m to 10p m stu

dents are greeted by bell-like tones peel-

ing from the Administration building.

Visions of a half slouched person

cramped~a ubbyhole in the very top

of the administration building are to

anyone who has wondered about it, un-

warranted.

ASUI elections

set for March 9
General elections for the ASUI are less

than a month away, with election day set

for March 9, 1971, according to Jim
McFarland, ASUI president. Offices up

for election are president, vice-president

and the thirteen senate offices with terms

of office being one year.
A student must be currently enrolled at

the University of Idaho to be eligible for
office. Enrollment must be with a
minimum of six credits per semester
subject to petition for the senate, and a
student must not be on academic
probation or disqualified subject to
petition to the senate.

The Constitution of the ASUI further
stipulates that the president must have

completed at least 45 credit hours of
college work and at least two semesters
at the University of Idaho before his
elections.

The following procedures are
prescribed for nomination:

A. A nomination will be effected by the
submission of a petition bearing 75
signatures of the members of the ASUI,
together with a written statement of his
willingness to run.

B. The petitions of candidacy shall be
submitted to the ASUI president no later
than the Monday of the week preceeding
the week of elections (March 1).

C. The eligibility of each candidate as
established by the Constitution and the
ASUI Regulation shall be certified by the
Registrar pnor to formulation of the
ballot.

Petitions are now available m the ASUI
president's office along with a synopsis of
the ASUI Constitution and ASUI
Regulation pertaining to election
procedures. Petitions for Nomination
must be returned to the ASUI president s
office no later than 5:00 p.m. March 1,
according to McFarland,

n music
There is no such space in the buflding

and the person who plays ths carillon si
in spacious surroundings in the Schppl pf
Music.

Miss Marion Frykman, instructor at the
School of Music, switches on twp ppwer
sources, one in the School of Music th
other in the ad. building, plays from one
or all of the three keyboar'ds pf the
carillon in the School of Music, arid the
sound is piped through an electronic
underground cable to the Administratlpn
builidng.

A very light contact is made with the
carillon although, as Miss Fryknian says
"as sound is made here it is amplified one
million times "

Music from a fat
Those notes heard before the tpiihtg pf

the hour are- called the Westminister
Chimes, a melody originating from the
Netherlands.

The sounds heard at 5;15p,m., the alma
mater played at 10 p.m., and all pf the
ringing hours throughout the day are
programmed on an apparatus similar to a
piano roll. They are put in to place and
changed about every two weeks.

The carillon was given to the University
in 1964 by the Davids'amily of Moscow
and dedicated to their parents, A bronze
plaque inside the Administration building
also makes mention of the donation and
dedication.

Three tones
The carillon produces three tones;

Flemish which is the closest to a real
cast bell tone, Celeste which is higher and
Harp which sounds as its name implies.

The three tones are accented by the fact
that a bell pitch is not the fundamental
pitch that is played. This accounts for the
off-tone sound of the carillon. A bell has
both undertones and overtones that make
for a variety of different tones.

The pipes from which the tones flowout
are located on the west side at the top of
the Administration building.

The location of the pipes are ideal, said
Miss Frykman, for the sound comes from
atop a hill and the wind is often from the
west.

People on the other side of town hear
it," she says. Students on 'campus hear
the bells and musical arrangements too,
often unconsciously because the carillon
has become a fixed article of pleasing
worth.

Mi$ $ Frykman provides,

Dorm food service point system
(Continued from page 1.)

He said it might be possible to lump the
price per point for the A and B tickets
together, but it must be at the request of
the student body.

"We are hopeful of finding the solution
to many of the problems," he continued.
"For instance we are thinking of the
possibility of making a couple of the halls,
such as McConnell and Shoup, dorms
where students can live without meal
tickets. This might drain off the objectors
to the system."

Charged
"In the past the whole meal plan was

based on a meals missed factor," Miss
Morin said, "We figured each student
would miss about 30 per cent of his meals.
As the cost of the meals was more than he
payed for, the meals he ntissed helped
make up the difference. Thus, he was
actually paying for the meals missed. The
students requested a change so we went to
this plan."

Miss Morin said much had been learned
about the program so far, but there was
still a lot to learn and improve on. For
this reason, meal tickets will be turned in

at the end of each period for survey
purposes.

Some students have been requesting a
pay-as-you-go system, according to Miss
Morin. This system isn't feasible, she
said, as it would cost quite a bit more and
would cause many problems in the
cafeteria.

"Under this system," she said, "the
meals could quite conceivably cost $3-4

apiece, as we couldn't count on how many
students would be eating with any
accuracy.

Guaranteed income
"Only with a guaranteed income is it

possible tp operate a cafeteria and keep
the prices reasonable. It would be
difficult to plan. prepare and put out the
meals if the cooks didn't know how many
students to expect."

All students in dormatories, with a few
exceptions, must pa) board This is
because part of the cafeteria's income
each year is being used to pay off the
bonded indebtedness incurred by build-
ing the dorms and cafeterias. About

$65-70,000 of the cafeterias'nnual rev-
enues are used to retire the debt, Miss
Morin reported.

The first step to initiate this change, he
said should come from the students.
There should be a mandatory, university-
wide survey taken to see what the
students'pinions on this change would

be, Slade added.
Honesty unwanted

"The survey should be mandatory
because some surveys are taken which

really aren't the majority opinion of the
students at all," he said. "Students don'

want honest, complete surveys because
the results might not go along with what

they want."
The next step, he said, would be to

contact each bond holder and get his
consent to the change. If the bond holders
agreed to the change, the University
could then take the necessary steps to
instigate it.

The cateteria used the money collected
from board for several other purposes,
other than the actual purchase of food,
Miss Morin said. A certain proportion is
used for the maintenance of the cafeteria
and insurance fees for the employees.

The cafeterias also have a high re-
placement cost. due in great part to
students carrying the dishes and silver
out of the cafeteria and not returning
them, Miss Morin said.

G teat l oss
"We take a great loss in this area, and

also in the area of extra portions which
are carried out of the cafeteria to be
eaten," she said.

"If students couldn't carry food out of
the cafeteria perhaps they wouldn't take
quite so much and our food bills would go
down. Actually the students who take the
things are acting against their own
interests by helping keep the board higher
to help defray these costs."

Another reason why board costs what it
does, according to Miss Morin, is the fact
that the cafeteria receives an income for

only nine months and during summer
school, but must pay the employees and
maintain the building for 12 months.

Slade said that the cafeteria costs
would be surveyed this summer and "if
we are charging too much we will knock
the prices down."

Justifiable reason
Students who have a "justifiable

reason" may petition Parton to waive the
board payments. Some of the reasons
students may waive the requirement
are if they are working someplace and
miss the meals, in which case they must
have their employer's signature stating
this is the case; or they must be on a
very strict diet which cannot be dealt
with by the cafeteria staff.

If the petition is turned down at the
Housing office. a student may appeal his
case to the University Appeals Board,
Slade said.

There are about 30 students not paying
board at the University at this time,
according to Parton.

Sack lunches are also available for
those who sometimes miss meals as are
early and late plates.

Parton said he didn't know what would

happen to a student who had paid his room
but not his board.

Never happened
"The situation has never happened," he

said. "Iwould hope to talk to them if it did
and see why they were not paying their
board. If it was financial, I would hope I
could get them a loan. We try to be helpful
up here."

Slade said a student who didn't pay his
board would be given a due date to pay
and after that date would be fined an
additional $10 to their payment.

"The student is then given a deadline,
and if it isn't paid at this time his
registration is cancelled," he said.

Save Now on Photo Finishing
'l5% DISCOUNT

on all

B/W, Color Prints, Movies, Slides
(sorry, no foreign film)

also

As you contemplate one of the most important decisions
of your life, you will want to remember this; it is nol just
"a job" you are seeking —it should be the beginning of
a career. And if it is to be successful, both you and your
employer must need and want each other.

To help you with your decision, we invite you to con-
sider the opportunities at Pratt 8 Whitney Aircraft. Cur-
rently, our engineers and scientists are exploring the
ever-broadening avenues of energy conversion for every
environment... ail opening up ndw avenues of explo-
ration in every field of aerospace, marine and industrial

power application. The technicaI staff working on these
programs, backed by Management's determination to
provide the best and most advanced facilities and sci-
entific apparatus, has already given the Company a firm
foothold in the current land, sea, air and space pro-
grams so vital to our country's future.

We select our engineers and scientists carefully, Moti-
vate them well. Give them the equipment and facilities
only a leader can provide, Offer them company-paid,
graduate-education opportunities. Encourage them to
push into fields that have not been explored before.
Keep them reaching for a little bit more responsibility
than they can manage. Reward them well when they do
manage it.

Your degree can be a B.S.,M.S., or Ph.D, in:
~ MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
~ AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
~ ENGINEERING SCIENCE
~ ENGINEERING MECHANICS

II your degree is in another field, consult your college
placement officer —or write Mr. Len Black, Engineering
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford,
Connecticut 06108

Other ways could be found to pay off the
indebtedness, according to Slade. It is
conceivable that each student could have
a fee assessed to his room payment to,pay
off the bond, he said, although this would

be expensive and time consuming to
initiate.

This fee, which he estimates would be
said, should come from the students.
away with mandatory board payments.

. 10'/ OFF rrn Film and

Flashhulbs

STU DIG
304 W. 6th Moscow 882.3821

Pratt & Whitney AircrBft -....,..„...,....„.......„..
EAST HARTFORD AND ftllDDlErowN, CONNECTICUT

An fqual oppottunlr tmploru
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Dr. Maurice Hornocker will discuss current projects in
the wildlife department at noon today in room 103 of the
Forestry Building. Listeners may bring their lunches,

Today is the deadline for all recreational clubs that wish
funding through the ASUI for the fiscal year 1971-72 to
present a copy of their constitution and a budget request
to the ASUI. Budget outlines may be obtained and returned
to the SUB information desk.

Anyone planning to be a candidate for an ASUI office
and who wishes his views made known through the Argonaut
may contact editor Mike Kirk for an interview as soon as
possible.

Representative James A. McClure will be at the SUB
today between 3 and 4 p.m.

The YAF will meet tonight to have Gem pictures taken.
The meeting will be at 7:30p.m. in the SUB.

The Senate will meet tonight at 6:30p.m. in the SUB.

The UI Computer Club will meet at 7:30p.m.

Communications Board will conduct budget hearings for
the Gem, the Student Handbook, and the photography de-
partment tonight at 7 p.m.
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School of Mqsic will meet at 11:15 a.m. in the SUB.

The Opera Workshop will be held tonight at 8 p.m. in

the Music Building Recital Hall.

The Miss U of I Tea will be held at 8 p.m. in the SUB

Andy Oxman, a nonregistrant with the Selective Service,
will discuss non-violence and resistance at Issues and For-
ums tonight at 7:30 in the Appaloosa Lounge of the SUB,
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Vandal Mountaineers will meet tomorrow night at 7:30
in the SUB. Dr. Glen Porter will conduct a discussion on

physiology as it relates to mountaineering.

Mortar Board will meet at 5:15p.m. in the SUB.

Spurs will meet at 5:30p.m. in the SUB.

Phi Beta Lambda will meet in the SUB at 7 p.m.

Frosh Advisory Council will meet at 7 p.m. in the SUB

An MUN session will be held at 7 p.m. in the SUB.

The IK Banquet will be held at 7 p.m. in the SUB

Jose'reco will be featured at the Community Concert to
be held at 8 p.m. in the Auditorium. Students with university
ID cards will be admitted free.

Interviews for the 1971-72 Blood Drive chairman will be

held in the SUB Feb. 17 at 8 p.m.

L

RHA will meet tomorrow night at 7 p.m. in conference
room No. 1 of the Wallace Complex.

University Relations Committee will meet in the SUB

at 7p.m., Feb. 18.

An Army ROTC lecture will be given at 11 a.m. in UCC

101, Feb. 18.

C Chemseminar is at 11 a.m., Thursday, in room 111of the

Physical Science Building.

The League of Women Voters will meet at noon Thursday

in the SUB.

Traffic Court will be in session Feb. 18 beginning at

3:15p.m. in the SUB.
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College Bowl matches vr41 be conducted beginning at

6:30p.m. Thursday in the SUB.

Army ROTC Cadet Council will meet Feb. 18 at 7 p.m. in

the SUB.

The Political Science Students Association will elect

officers and choose a representative to the Faculty

Committee at its next meeting Feb. 18 at 8 p,m. in the SUB.

Any political science major may attend. Career opportunities

and discussion group leaders for Pol. Sc. 154 and 153 will

be considered.

college
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The U of I Chess Club will meet at 2 p.m. Sunday in the

SUB.

l

The Student-Alumni Relations Board will meet Feb. 18

at 6:30 p.m.jn the SUB. Officers will be elected; offices

are open to any interested student. Students may contact

Dick Johnston, director of Alumni Relations for further

information.

The University Faculty will meet Thursday at 4:10 p.m.

in the Ag. Science auditorium to discuss the Faculty Coun-

cil's policy on promotions in academic rank.

Nine speakers slated
for Borab Symposium

Activist Nat Hentoff and professional
radical Saul Alinsky are two of riine

commentators on cultural conflict slated
to speak during the Borah Symposium
March 4, 5, and 6, Symposium committee
chairman Jim Calvert announced this
week.

"Rutledge Dennis, organizer uf the
Black Studies program at Washington
State University will be the only Black
speaker," Calvert said.

Other speakers on the program include
conservatives Russell Kirk and Thomas
Molnar, sociologist Robert Bellah,
political scientist Alfred Lillienthal,
social critic Roderick Gorney and Army
Col, Harry Jackson.

Reaction feared
Calvert expressed disappointment

about not having a well-known Black
among the speakers, as well as some
apprehension about the reaction to this
situation by the Idaho Black

Students'nion.

"We really tried, but we weren't able to

get the Black speakers we wanted. Our

first choice was Theodore Roszak, author
of "Making of a Counter Culture," which,

by the way, is excellent reading material
for anyone interested in the Symposium,"
commented Calvert. "Unfortunately,
Roszak had a previous committment in

England," he added.
"We also tried to get Charles Hamilton,

a professor at NYU, but he couldn't make

it either," Calvert said.
y A F influence

Calvert indicated that the Borah
Committee's choice of speakers had been

influenced by the Young Americans for

Freedom (YAF) student group on

campus..
"The speakers we have chosen

represent a compromise between various

student groups such as the YAF which has

been on our necks," commented Calvert.
"The YAF had some of their members

at every committee meeting. They v ere

very faithful in coming and forceful in

speaking out about the speakers," Calvert

said.
Symposium topic

The Svmnosium topic this vear is "The

Clashof Cultures as a Cause of War."

One of the main points of the conference

will be investigation of the thesis that

the world conflicts of the past have been

largely superceded by civil war.
"We are handling this potentially

volatile topic through a choice of speakers

who are commentators on cultural
conflicts," Calvert stressed, "rather than

ethnic group or cultural division." At the

same time he admitted that he expected

some criticism from the news media

because none of the speakers are
representatives of specific cultures.

"We hope to gain insight into the causes

of armed conflict throughout the world,

and not just further the polarization of

ideas by staging another confrontation,"

said Calvert, "such as happened when

Tom Hayden and Phillip Luce spoke at the

Symposium here two years ago."
The Committee has been meeting at

noon on Tuesdays in the SUB every week

for months in order to establish the slate
of speakers and the speaking schedule.
"Other than the YAF, there has been

little participation in our meetings by
organized groups on campus,''
commented Calvert.

Slated to speak
Now slated to speak are:
Nat Hentoff —Social critic, activist and

novelist who is listed on the House
Committee on Internal Security's Un-

American Activities list.
Saul Alinsky —a professional radical,

organizer of labor and radical movements
and author of "Reveille for Radicals".

Russell Kirk —Specialist on higher
education, author of "The Conservative
Mind" and others.

Thomas Molnar —Professor, author of
"The Decline of the Intellectual" and a
religious and political commentator.

Rutledge Dennis —Teaching Assistant
at WSU and activist for Black studies.

Col. Harry Jackson —Director,
Military Advisor School at Fort Bragg,
who has filled foreign assingments with

the State Department.
Alfred Lillienthal —Author, political

scientist, historian, and Middle East
expert.

Robert Bellah —Sociology Professor at
Berkeley who is primarily interested in

modern religion and the religious aspect
of American youth culture.

Roderick Gorney —Psychiatrist,
anthropologist from UCI.A and social
critic who spoke at the Symposium here
two years ago.

Gharter flight

has vacancies
Ther~ r~ ~till ~oom for many more

people aboard the ASUI Charter Flight
to Europe this summer, according to
Mrs. Imogene Rush, ASUI associate
program director.

All students, faculty and staff of the
university and members of their
immediate families, including parents of
single students are eligible to gu.

The cost of the flight is 3270 which

includes round trip transportation beween
Seattle and Amsterdam, continental
cuisine aboard the airline, missed-flight
insurance, transfer at the Amsterdam
airport ana hotel reservations for the
first and last nights.

About 45 have signed up for the flight,

Mrs. Rush said. The Martin Air Carter jet
will leave Seattle June 14 and arrive in

Amsterdam June 15.
Participants may obtain information

concerning transportation, hotels, tours,
baggage, insurance and work programs
from the cooperating travel agency,
Pullman Travel Service.

The ASUI flight will leave Amster-
dam Aug. 24 and arrive in Seattle that
same day.

For further information, contact the

Program office.

. Mon. Nite.15e Beer
75@ Pitcher

POSTER BARGAINS

BLACK LIGHT

Wed. Nite 20c Bottle

Sun. Nite 20e Can
NOW

50e
Reg.

$2.00
BLACK fk WHITE

Reg.

$1.00
Also 20% Dff on

Large Assortment
of Children's Books

NOW

25e

E UV'S

OLY

COORS
BUD

25C Burgers

6 Packs

THE ALLEY

97c
$1.16
$1.16

JESUS FREAKS —These three people have joined a new cult called the

Jesus Freaks or Jesus People. They have given up pot and other drugs to
"be turned on with Jesus."

pagtr 3Feb. 16, 1971

—Jesus-People

Some dislike its charismatic flavor,
its simplistic approach, and its general
disregard for the institutional church.

The organizers of Jesus Freaks are
usually former addicts who have had

one too many bad trips, or just couldn'

afford a $100 a day heroin habit. Many

leaders say they experienced no with-

drawal symptoms when they discarded

drugs for Christ. "Jesus is a natural
high."

Ministers go into streets
Many ministers are giving up their

churches to go into the streets organi-

zing groups of Jesus people. One such
minister in San Francisco organized a
group of 1,500 hippies who "get it all
together" every Sunday and celebrate
life with the assistance of a jazz folk
band and a pulsating light show.

The organizer of the Christian under-

ground in Spokane is Carl Parks, 33,
married and father of five children.
After growing restless of an empty
life, he quit his job last year as a sales
executive in a step toward "all-out
consecration.

He totally committed himself to
God. Last Easter he gathered two dozen

converts. Their first major task was
converting about 300 pot-smokers and

social dropouts in Highbridge Park.
They stood on benches, sang hymns,
and individually confronted everyone,
there. The number now has grown to
about 1,000 converts in the Spokane
area.

Food rent utility costs printing
bills and on-going personal needs are
all dependent on donations. Yet, says
Parks, "The Lord has blessed our faith
venture; we don't owe one cent."

Who converts
If and when the Jesus movement

ever hits the University of Idaho, it
will be interesting to see how many
students suddenly convert to Bible-
toting evangelists, who take to the
streets in an all-out crusade for Jesus
Christ. The scene isn't just for dis-
illusioned dopers. Many "straights" are
tired of the hypocritical aspects of the
established church. After college has
failed to reveal a comfortable destiny,
students are searching for something
that makes sense.

Perhaps many students will choose
to ignore the movement, and curl up
in their dark, smoke-filled rooms and

think of things that might have been.
To them, Jesus Freaks could be in the
same unpromising category as hula

hoops and Batman. It could become an

overdone, understudied term like ecol-

ogy and democracy.
One thing is certain. The Jesus move-

ment has got to be either faith or fraud.
The faith approach may promise new
answers and better causes if the found-

ers are to be believed.
The fraud approach promises another

fad that takes some lost souls on a short
joy ride to nowher'e

At first. glance, Spokane's Riverside
road appears to be the hangout for many

lost, long-haired radicals who peddle
their underground papers and bother
pedestrians and motorists.

Look again. These hippies are chant-

ing "Jesus saves" and carrying signs
reading, "After Jesus, everything else
is just toothpaste." Their papers tell
testimonies of former addicts who have
given up drugs and "turned on with
Jesus."

These are the Jesus Freaks, just part
of the thousands of young people who are
foresaking pot to follow Christ. Spokane
is the latest big city to feel the impact
of the movement, which, ironically, is

largely outside of the churches.
Drugs outlawed

The Jesus People first organized

around Los Angeles. Their "mission-

aries" opened communal houses in

Walla Walla, Yakima, Coeur d'Alene,

Boise and Lewiston. Daily activities
include group and personal prayer,
Bible study, assigned chores and wit-

ness excursions. Drugs are outlawed
and'onvertsare expected to maintain a

strict biblical morality.
Needless to say, the new movement is

being eyed with relief, caution, and

criticism. Some of the older generation
think the wreckless, lost rebels have

finally found the "light and the way."
Others regard it as a Communist plot,
or a sacreligious front to play on soci-

ety's sympathy.
Last November, police mvestigated a

dance in the Spokane Coliseum. Security
officers were surprised when most of the
1,000 youths brought Bibles. They were

promptly checked;as possible hiding

places for dope. Another surprise came
when some of the youths knelt in the

hallway in prayer. The police now have

a harder job—that of trying to dis-

tinguish the "pushers from the priests".
Citizens complain

Spokane citizens have complained to
the city council that the self-styled
Jesus People are too aggressive and

an embarrassment to the public image.
Complaints are aimed at Jesus marches,
outdoor rallies, and witness sessions at
the area's twelve public high schools.

Opinions of pastors and older church

Women may apply
for assistantships

Applications for Resident Assistant

positions in women's residence halls may

be picked up at the Student Affairs Office
or from a Head Resident until Friday.

A woman must be a sophomore, junior,
or senior at the time she applies and

must have a 2.5 accumulative average at
the time of final selection. A 2.5 is not
necessary at, the time she applies.

Students may contact Jean Hill,
assistant dean of women, for further
informantion.

HELLO THERE

WE'E EXPANDED!
VISIT DAVID M. TRAIL, C. L. U.

AND ASSOCIATES'EW LOCATIONS
At Our IVIain Office, 207 S. Washington Street

882-7711
DAVID M. TRAIL C. L. U.

JOSEPH W. WALKER

JOHN W WALKER

ROBERT D. DIXON
TIMOTHY A MUELLER

HARRY HARTUNG
MICHAEL D, MENDIOLA

At Our Branch Office
Suite 4, Kenworthy Plaza —882-3545

Michael M. Anderson, College Director
James E. Whistler

Youth forsake pot for Christ
members differ on the movement,
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The solution

It has been suggested that the Argonaut
isn't offering any solutions —that we are
ust pointing out problems and, as one admin-
strator said —"opening up a can of worms."

Okay, no-one here will debate that we
aren't using our unique position on this little
campus to bring into the public view some
pretfy big issues.

You would be surprised at the paronia that
besets certain members of this academic
community when the "Uncle Tom-like" stu-
dent newspaper begins to deal with Potlatch
Forests or the athletic department or the
Financial Vice-President's ofhce or any
number of assorted bureaucratic agencies
within our University.

You see, Potlatch Forests expects us to for-
give their massive pollution job because
they help support part of our college of Fores-
try and the 'Idaho Department of Mines helps
support a number of our Mines faculty and
therefore doesn't think we offer any solutions.

Alot of very chauvinistic males are angry
because we have the gall to call them dis-
criminating when it comes to female equality
and a large number of people are mad when
it comes to being called a racist, or a bigot,
or a super-polluter or a capitalistic pig.

But everyone of them has a vast number
of skeletons within their respective closets
and while they may complain, and they may
threaten to invoke the power of the budget
upon this newspaper —they cannot deny the
truth.

It is also charged that the first three issues
of this newspaper have been biased. They say
our editorial views do not represent the real
consensus among University of Idaho stu-

dents, and that we slant the news and that
we only deal in one side of issues.

Our answer is not a denial —we present the
news —much like any other newspaper, as
we see it. We see massive pollution in Lewis-
ton which could choke the life out of every
citizen in that troubled city. And we see a
multi-million dollar corporation doing noth-
ing to stop it. We see our student fees being
squandered on an athletic complex we nei-
ther voted on nor want. We see women, .

Blacks, Chicanos, native Americans and
poor whites excluded from our University and
we see 60-year-old department heads with

tenure ignoring student evaluations a'nd

allowing their classes to dip into insignifi-
cant trivia and boredom.

Are we politically biased? Do we represent
our views? Maybe —but you cannot deny we
ave taken issues that need a good public

airing and exposed them. The solutions?
It seems fairly simple that in order to stop
pollution Potlatch should clean it up —no
matter what it costs. It seems simple that if
a professor's classes are antiquated and
hardly worth attending he should either quit
or yield to the times and re-read his doctoral
thesis or examine his own ability in the cold
light of 1971. If there is to be an athletic com-
plex let us vote on it —if we want it we'l let
them know. If our fees are to be spent on
athletic towels and student government cer-
tainly we can adjust those priorities so that
we can also vote to spend $4.00 a student to
bring in some minority students and share
our academic blessings with those who are
less fortunate.

And let's not forget the city of Moscow. If
you live in an apartment does your landlord
really give you what you are paying for?
Do you feel cheated every time you come out
of the supermarket or try to buy a dress or
sweater? Is this another fiction that we
shouldn't worry about ? What about restau-
rants that won t serve students with long hair
or black or brown hair? What about gas sta-
tions that simultaneously jack their prices
and lower them and what about the job situ-
ation? Are these questions to be left unasked?
Are we expected to exist within this void of
credibility and not ask "Why?"

According to many —we are.
This newspaper is going to continue to open

the can —whether it contains worms or not.
We will not —in fact, we refuse, to assume a
"low profile" stance within this University
community.

The stakes —your existence in this commun-
ity —are too high!

The solution? They will take care of them-
selves when you —the students, and the fac-
ulty, the administration, the townspeople and
the industry and government officials of this
state —finally decide to get off your asses
and do something about it. —KIRK

Educators and students seem to agree that
grades do not indicate the amount of intelli-
gence or amount one has learned in a class.

Why then do students continue to sweat
failing a course or receiving a "D", and why
do professors and administrators keep pres-
sing the same problem upon us?

A possible recourse has been taken recently
by the University of South Carolina's Faculty
Senate.

Under the system, the grade of incomplete
will be maintained but it will become an
"NC" or "no credit" if the work is not com-
pleted within the specified time.

Students will receive either an "A", "B",
"C", or "NC", for their final grades under
the new system and there will be nd "D" 's
or "F"'s given as final grades.

The system requires that students earn at
least a "C" in a course before receiving cre-
dit for the course.

Some patriots may stand and say why
should I put extra effort into my classes when

these other lazy introverts vill receive a "C"
just for attending class. Perhaps timey are
justified but I also realize that a s+ent will
receive the grade he wishes from liis own
work and brown nose job.

If he wants the "A" or the "B"he will get.
it but what has he got against the fellow who
being forced into a required course that is
dull and uninteresting to him decides to turn
his efforts in other directions to other inter-
ests.

Remember however, that a teacher under
the proposal will issue no grade if the student
has not fulfilled the requirement, for at least
a "C"grade.

A progressive institution takes pride in the
fact that it can take proposals and inventive-
ness from other institutions.

The time is not to stand in the way of pro-
gress but become a part of it. A proposal like
this will remove some doubts that the Uni-
versity is out to get you and that teachers are
uncompromising. —QUESNELL

Wealth, greed and Moscows'ulture
The cultural and entertainment life sur-

rounding the community of Moscow obviously
revolves around the University. The univer-

sitv provide,",~ wealth of available entertain-
ment in the fields of art, drama, music,.
dance, and even radio and television. We

g
rovide not only the talent for entertainment
ut also the f;« iiitie.. and funds to make them

available at little or no cost to the public.
Through the instruction available to students
and the enthusiasm and aquaintances of
the faculty not only the people of Moscow are
enriched but eventually, we hope, the entire

ulation of the country and in some few
nstances various parts of the world.

But now let's ake a look at some of the
entertainment provided for the student
in return from the city of Moscow. There are
in excess of a dozen bars, two movie houses
within the city, various cafes, and of course
let us not forget the Tamarack "ski" area.

Now by comparison it is not hard to deter-
mine the attitude of the university as com-
pared to the attitude of the city. The uni-
versity provides first rate drama while the
city provides a bubbling fountain of beer.
The university provides outstanding music
while the city provides second rate would-be

pornographic movies. The university provides
an expanding dance program while the city
provides over-priced food in a somewhat less
than desirable group of cafes. Therefore, it
would seem, at least to this untrained obser-
ver, that Moscow is indeed wholly dependent
upon the University for any cultural exper-
iences it may receive.

It may be, however, that the residents of
Moscow are not interested in the advance-
ment of culture in the sense that most people
apply the word. If they are, they are a gross
success. They always have been and as far as
I can see they always will be. This may stem
from a number of psychological or emotional
attitudes that seem to be prevelent in the
city. I am not an expert in the field of psv-
chology, however, so I will attribute it simply
to the capitalistic system, lust for weafth,

reed, or whatever you want to call that
urning desire to rip-off the college student

that rules the Moscow business ethic with an
iron hand. But don't think that the students
aren't grateful for all of the cit~'s efforts.
We are constantly aware of what s going on
in this city and don't worry —some dav we
will find a way to repay you! —MORRISON

Teachers and University out to get you.

Whew! It seems that Americans are
slowly coming to their senses. Recent
statistics have shown that fewer
Americans'are going to church every
year. It's about time too. God is a mind

warp.

Ain't it the life, If there are no logical
ideas why a tradition should be kept, grab
the old bible, You can prove anything you

put your mind to proving. A-I reference
material,

Just what good has religion brought

man? It surely hasn't brought peace.
Every politico and high priest in history
has used the religious war scene to prove
that war is just. If an emperor wants to
increase his povrer, he starts a religious
war, a crusade, or best of all an
inquisition to weed out his enemies in the
state. The Vietnam war has even been
used as a religious war.

Pure insanity

Quote Tom Hollingsworth, a guest
speaker at Idaho earlier this year:
"Every American must take part in this
war if we are going to win. The beginning
starts in the home. Pride in our flag and

our country must be instilled in the hearts
of our young and old alike. God is not in

the communist vocabulary, For that
reason alone shall we defeat them," Pure
insanity.

Religion hasn't eliminated poverty
either. The world's largest business is the
Bttman Catholic Church with land and
investments spanning the globe. Yet a
large portion of the world, including
Catholic South America starves, The
pope doesn't starve.

it is an established fact that religion is a
history of corruption, not an opponent to
corruption. Numerous churches are
organized daily to reap a religious
overkill and for $10 anyone can become an

ordained minister with his doctor of
divinity —then it's the marriage and

burial circuit and reliirious discounts.

Borgia, Italy and the Puritan coupes of
Elizabethan England are well recorded
grafts. Isn't it fun to be corrupted!

Religion is a source of hope, its
adherents claim. Yeah, veah. While all

the people in ghettoes hope, the good

reverentt taxes them for a ride by pushing
the infinite mercy of the lord from his

long handled collection box. "Give to the
lord, brethren, he has been kind to you."
Kind as hell, he has shown his mercy by
allowing the people to be bilked every
week and then to decay to death.

God is excuse

God is an excuse for some people to get
out of the armed services via
conscientious objector and minister
statuses,

God is an excuse selling bibles and

rosary beads and prayer rugs or whatever
else tartuffery can imagine.

God is an excuse for putting off urgent
social problems: "The poor are always
among us," and putting on a confusion of

obscenity laws, special tax-emptions, and

election promises.
God is a bureaucracy of religious men,

each preaching that god's tongue can wipe

your nose while his right hand is in

Washington, D.C. accepting bribes in a
congressional hearing.

"Ignorant savages"
Underdeveloped countries can be

destroyed to convert the "ignorant
savages" to the true way, a far shot from
the ways that the ignorant savages had
been using successfully for centuries.

If you read the bible, you learn that god
never screwed. . . "go thou and do
likewise", If you read the bible you learn
that god cursed at fig trees, What a
looney! And you'e supposed to worship
him.

Let's go god squad, get your shit
together.

If there is anything that religion has
done, it has become an enemy of the
people, milking their money and creathtg
wars, all the while looking backwards al
the people with disgust from imperial
palaces throughout the world.

Religion has floundered used car
salesmen's lemon hopes at great expense
to the people and has not had to pay for
deceptive advertising.

The people have bought bones to be
cured, and bibles to be holy, they'e been
trained to act-or else hell.

Heaven and hell, What's the difference,
both rot in moldy graves,

"God" has been kind enough to his
people to tax them and murder them,
Let's get smart, people. and put the holy
ghost back in science fiction where he
belongs.

How can it be possible that anyone of a
five-year<Id mentality believes that the
"gods" up there in never never land are
going to punish the bad guys and reward
the good guys after they croak,
Impossible.

Rummage sale
God is a rummage sale that flopped.

Someone needed an explanation why
things existed so he hired a science fiction
writer.

Simple plot: Suddenly a god appears on
the scene decides he's going to go on a
creation spree, Slaps everything together
in seven days, including man. Man cops
out on his promises to the old geiser, gets
thrcwn into the cold cruel world,

Part two: God relents, sends a
redeemer. Everything turns out all right
after the redeemer gets the shaft—
providing we (present generationl are
good kids and go to church regularly. We
can rob, cheat, plunder, murder. that'
o.k. but don't miss church.

Basic Christianity
That's basic christianity, other

religions have different variables, but the
end result is the same, A real tear jerker,

Yet some peop.e are still so simple-
minded that they can't see god's a phony,
They belt their bibles every sunday over a
few glasses of beer and say that what'

wrong with the world today is that nobody
believes in god. Then they proceed to beat
their wife for the fun of it.

Lorna SUtton

"What's wrong with idaho?" —the
question's been asked an infinite number
of times, and every time it's asked, there
are a huge variety of answers. One of
those answers blames Idaho's large
number of "dumb farmers."

Many of the Idaho farm residents
haven't ever lived in a different type of
environment, so we don't really know how
much better or different things could be.

It's hard to understand concepts that we
don't have anything to compare to for a
frame of reference, Many of us are
content with the way things are, as long
as we don't realize how different they
could be. We don't want what we don'
know exists.

Kick someone
Suddenly we may realize that we

shouldn't let ourselves be treated like we
do, So what do we do about it —put on our
boots and walk around with a great de-

sire to kick someone or something?
That's not the answer.

We'e got to teach ourselves not to be
so patient. We'e got to learn that apathy
isn't the best way to face our problems—
especially those we can do something
about. And finally, we'e got to learn that
change can come more quickly if we try
to do something about whatever it is that
needs tp be changed

I don't know about the rest of you, but
I'm going to try to change the things that I
don't like. I'm tired of waiting for the
rain, and I'm tired of hearing "What'
wrong with Idaho?"

::::ww:::::::::":::.::.'::::wows~aIC'i%rr %%""l'%'% '% M

Farmers'ids
Here at the University, the amount of

apathy has caused a lot of concern on the
part of some students. And why do we
have this apathy? I'e been told that it'
partly because of the "farmers'ids"
that are here.

That could be. Since that's a possibility,
I think we should look at the problem.
Why are farm and ranch residents
inclined to be apathetic?
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For one thing, you should consider the

type of life we'e led for years, We plant
our crops and do all we can to assure that
they'l grow. Much of Idaho has to depend
on rainfall alone for moisture, So we wait
—and wait,

This teaches a lot of us to be patient. A

farmer soon realizes that no matter what
he does, the rain won't come any sooner.
This patience is hard to learn, but if and
when we do, it seems to spill over into the
other things we do,
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Conditioned apathy
But let's say the crops grow, Then what

happens? Frosts or insects strike, (I don'
mean to be pessimistic, merely realistic.)
And honestly, what can we do about it?
Usually not much, So we'e soon
conditioned to be apathetic,

i%

sales stall

So it's a bad deal but we can't do
anything about it. Then we get outside of
our home environment, and we'e so used
to rotten things happening to us that we'e
inclined to just let them happen, Sure next
year'll be better,

photographers

And we'e used to things taking a tong
time, so if change comes slowly, it doesn'
bother us. We'e reasonably content to sit
back for a few years of vacation whilewe'e in college, It sure is a lot easier
than working at home on the farm or
ranch.
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.aos- invasion- ov8i'C ~8
of arguments for a communist take-over.
These arguments can be better
appreciated by the American left,

Wars new phase
The South Vietnamese invasion of Laos

may indicate that the Vietnam war is
entering a new phase, a phase in which
the balance of power is shifting in favor of
South Vietnam. The South Vietnamese
forces have been growing increasingly .

stronger, while the communist forces
have been growing weaker. The Viet Cong
organization would be practically defunct
but for the North Vietnamese soldiers
who man moat. Viet Cong units. The North
Vietnamese themselves are hurting
oadlv, and can no longer mount a major
offensive, The So(1th Vietnamese are
showing increasing desire to fight the
enemy even without the help of US
ground forces.

South Viets don't want wsr
Nevertheless, the South Vietnamese do

not wantwar, and would gladly break off
the fighting if the North Vietnamese
would go home. The communists in Hanoi
should therefore abandon their dreams of
conquest and disengage from the war
whde disengagement is still easy. If they
persist in inflicting war upon South
Vietnam, the South Vietnamese may
be seized by an irresistible temptation to
strike back at the enemy's homeland,
bringing an ehd to the power- crazy Hanoi
regime which has caused so much death
and misery.

South Vietnam may once have looked
like an easy victim, ready for conquest.
However, the North Vietnamese may
soon discover that they are holding a tiger
by the tail.

The South Vietnamese have at last
attacked the enemy supply and infiltation
route in Laos, amid frantic cries of "No
fair!" from the communists.

established democratic institutions, and
subjugate the people under a bloodthirsty
dictatorship, killing all those who
disagreed with its ghastjy policies and
incorporating the remainder into its war
machine for the conquest of other nations.

Restraining Uncle Sam
It is surprising that South Vietnam did

not invade Laos sooner. Perhaps it was
only the restraining hand of Uncle Sam
which prevented them.

The adverse reaction of, leftists
throughout the world to the attack on the
communist supply route was predictable.
Their reaction was indicative of the
standard they hold with respect to the
United States and its allies'as opposed the
communists: It was perfectly all right for
the North Vietnamese to invade Laos,
take over half the country, and use it as an
invasion route to South Vietnam and
Cambodia. When the South Vietnamese
took counter- measures, however, these.-
counter-measures were denounced as
"aggression" or "escalation."

The gentlemen of the left have been

gleefully predicting a communist

victory in Vietnam for many years.
Now that it appears that they will

be proved wrong, they shriek in protest
every time the allies deal another blow to
the enemy,

The South Vietnamese choose to ignore
these protests, and quite understandably
so. Years of fighting against an invading
communist army, years of seeing friends,
relatives, and neighbors slaughtered in a
cold-blooded communist terror campaign
climaxed by the massacre of thousands at
Hue, have perhaps made the South
Vietnamese insensitive to the fine points

Ugliness
Foley iiicompetentreligion has

nemy of the
and creating

iackwards at
om imperial

parks, but a wilderness, without
management, gives no one benefits
except a selfish few. The Sierra club
doesn't want any management. If the
area catches fire, their philosophy is let it
burn. I suggest you write Ray'Carr,
U.S,F.S,, Missoula, for a better
understanding of what the real needs of
the region are as to management or
Wilderness,

Sincerely,
Robert D. Werner

P. S. Tell John Foley it is about as
accurate to say PFI is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Weyerhauser as it is to say
that the Idaho Argonaut is a who)) v owned
subsidiary of Bill Hall.

Mr, Erich Korte
Photographer
Idaho Argonaut

Editor —The Argonaut,
In a democratic republic there is one

very important organ through which
messages travel. This, of course, is the
news media. And in this day where one
rumor or fact can set off reaction against
reaction against reaction, the importance
of that media becomes paramount as a
catalyst for reactions,
I work from this premise —when the

media ceases to be a 'synthesis'f the
cultures that surround and invade it, then
that media ceases its objectivity and
becomes the tool of incompetency. By
incompetence I refer to the fact (as
proven by the Argonaut) that the facts are
kicked around,'istorted, and
unexemplary of a university idea of
having viewpoints presented in a form so
that truth can be found,

Thus I am going to expose some
distortions which pervade John Foley's
article, "ROTC and the academic
community" in the last issue. It is not
true in this university or in this society
that "whatever the military wants, the
military shall get." The military does
have pull in the political arena, but
society does also have checks on the
military, and the university
administration could refuse military
research funds if it thought that were
wise, A reason that Iventure that it
doesn't stop these funds (if there are any
such funds here) is because research done
for the military can also aid civilian
sectors of society (you and me)—for in
all societies the good seems to go along
with the not as good, Missiles which are
necessary for defense must exist if our
democracy is to survive —given the
present unsteady state that exists in the
world. War is not something that our
military invented; it has been with us for
quite some time, and kicking the ROTC
out of universities can in no way solve any
problems.

As for some of the other things that
Foley said, from my view, they are
simply untrue. I was in ROTC for one and
one-half years —.the reason I took ROTC
was to get some exposure to the military
ideals and life style. I have been against
the Vietnam War since high school, and
recently quit ROTC (Army) due to my
opposition to the Indochina War and for
other reasons. I do think that when the
military comes exposed to college life,
they be,. r understand that some of those
opposed to the war are just as human as
th . are, I have not heard the so-called

,rracks stories'nd 'combat
fantasies,''

there instead exists hardtack movies
i live combat or practical exercises.
.')oseups of war realities are not pretty

enough to be called fantasies,
ROTC does build on the egos of college

students when they try to instill pride in

wearing the uniform, or respect as in

saluting officers, but never have they
tried to show cadets, in my experience,
that they are better than the ordinary
American. Instead the instructors have
been open to our questions and have even

advised against too much outward display
of militarism (as in discontinuing the Tri-

4ervice Review).
1! is not the presence of the military on

ce ipuses that is causing disturbances;
iviiat causes disturbances is lack of
up''rstanding between people. As for
"instilling attitudes into their students
different than those the rest of the student

body are developing by themselves" —this
should give better perspective to
students, and it will not segment our

society unless some people refuse to try
and understand fully why the military has

their way of doing things.
Gary T. Wilks
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Dear Mr. Korte
h reference to your photo on the front

of the Feb 5, 1971, you are saying a
home ls "ugliness" Now according to my

dition of Webster's Best Seller,
n, —1. the state of quality of

1 2. an ugly thing 3. disgusting
wickedness moral offensiveness."

Why, Mr. Korte, is someones home
ugly? How do you know the occupants
have commited a moral offense? Are you
saying those children are bastards? My
you are an informed reporter to make
that statement. Are you saying that the
business of "junk collecting" is a moral
offense, it is generally considered an
honest business in this community. You
say it is not stacked in an orderly manner,
So he doesn't have drawers as your desk
does.

I don't know from where you came, but
now that you are a member of our

community, temporary as it might be,
please don't condemn our ways of living.
We usually pride ourselves in listening to
knowledgeable criticism.

Did you, in fact, stop to interview, to
listen and to understand what you saw as
you traveled the Troy Highway? Or did
you just snap your fancy camera, develop
your negative and label your positive with
your own values imposed upon it?

If your answers are "no" "yes" I will

stop at this home and apologize for your
actions, And while I am there I will stay
long enough to listen to their story of
beauty of life their home has, I will listen
to the laughter and joy of those 2 children,
I know if I look with my mind and listen
with my soul I can depart by saying to
them "I am proud to hve hi the same
community as you. And the next time you
are near my home please stop in and meet
my home and my family,

Sincerely, Mrs, Alice Hardt
EDITOR'S NOTE: The Argonaut is in no
position to judge whether the children
who reside in the residence in question
are "bastards" as Mrs. Hardt notes, Our
object in showing this home is not a
reflection on its inhabitants but a
comment on the community which would

allow, or force, some of its residents to
live in such conditions amidst so much
plenty.
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Ho Chi Minh Trsi(
The enemy supply route, known, as

the Ho Chi Minh Trail., was established
by the North Vietnamese occupation of
half of Laos and the subsequent
construction of an extensive road system
leading from North Vietnam, through
Laos, into South Vietnam. To call the
system a "trail" in the ordinary sense of
the word was incorrect; the enemy drove
trucks down it, After the ports of
Cambodia were closed to communists,
the Ho Chi Minh Trail represented the
enemy's only major remaining supply and
infiltration route, Now, the enemy has
lost it.

South Vietnam's invasion of Laos was

long overdue. The Ho Chi Minh Trail
served as the primary enemy infiltration
route for many years. During that time,
the people of South Vietnam, many of
whom were refugees from the North, had
time to acquire a hatred of the invaders
who came to conquer their land, destroy
their prosperitv. knock down their newly
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Feannas permission

Dear President Hartung:
In light of the recent decision of the

Board of Regents, I need to apply to you
for permission for my dog to enter the
Radio-television building.

My dog is a good dog who has never in
any way harmed a university building.
Over the course of last semester and what
has gone by of th)s semester she has
attended a lot of classes with me in a lot
of different buildings. Feanna (that's her
name) always quietly lays down beside
me aniI sleeps to the end of the period.

However, due to the bigotry of the
Regents, I no longer can expect her to
accompany me to class, I spend a lot of
time in the R-TV building working at the
station and doing film work. I have the
approval of the entire staff of the
department, a few of whom I will ask to
sign below. I hope that I can count on
your rapid approval of this case.

Sincerely yours,
John R. Foley
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that s not fair The only solution to these
mequlties is the abolition of the Selective
Service System,

That's easier said than done, of course.
As Dr. Curtis Tar so rightly put it after
his recent talks with troops in Vietnam,
Korea, Thailand and the Phillippines,
"America's youth will not enlist in
sufficient numbers in an ail-vounteer
Army while we still have combat units
engaged in a day-to-day shooiing war."

To turn it around: we can't continue our
war in Southeast Asia without the draft!
Since we must continue the war just a bit
longer, we are stuck with the draft for
just a bit longer. So the argument runs.
President Nixon in accepting judgements
such as this by Draft Director Tarr and
similar estimates by the Pentagon, has
decided to go against his 1968 campaign
pledge and the strong recomendations of
the Gates'ommission to end the draft,
and has asked Congress to continue
his induction authority for another two
years, At the same time, the President
has expressed his determination to reach
a "zerodraft call" by July1, 1973.

End student deferments
In the same request, Congress is also

being asked to grant the 'resident
authorization to end student deferments.
This is an action long overdue. Though it
may be hard for some students and would-
be-studentstotake, the ending of student
deferments would eliminate one of the
most glaring inequities of the System as it
now functions.

Why should some young men who have
the cultural, educational, or financial
background to enter college be able to put
off facing conscription four of five years
longer than men whp;(io not share these
advantages? The present issuance of
college deferments discriminates against
the poor. the educationally
disadvantaged, ad ihdirectly against
minority groups.

Deferred college students have greater
chance of legally avoiding induction than
do their non-student counterparts. In

four'r

five years many college students can:
ruin a knee while, skiing; separate a
shoulder in football;,dave)op high blood
pressure; become' conscientious .
objector to war; develop a psychosis: or
think of something! Such opportunities,
while perfectly )ega), are plainly unfair
if they are not readily available to ail.
So if the draft must continue until July,
1973, let it be without this particular
inequity.

If and wheii f'r nrrr nc r w~ccnc

containing these Presidential requests as
they now stand, students who were
enrolled in full-time programs before
April 23, 1970, would retain their
eligibility for deferments. But students
who enrolled after April 23, 1970 (this
year's freshmen, mainly) would lose their
deferments, and no new II-S
classifications would be granted

Discriminatory? Arbitrary? To repeat:
you can't have both a draft and fairness!

4

Foley unresearched There is just no way to eliminate the

basic iniustice of Selective Service.
iUnder Selective Service certain individ

uals are deprived of the basic right to
choose their own future and to continue
to enjoy the blessings of life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness. The practice
of inducting young men into military
service against their will is repugnant,

immoral and un)ust!

Editor, The Argonaut,
I commend you, John Foley, on your

unresearched article dealing with the
military. It was a credit to the written
thoughts of a very emotional and biased
person, Possibly Mr. Foley, you didn'
realize that research is important in the
writing of a derogatory treatise. If you
would have thought before you wrote you
would have found that the

'incompetent'ilitary

instructors are now presently
enrolled in graduate courses dealing with
political science, business, and
engineering, Possibly you knew (but were
not thoughtful enough to mention) that the
military is now requiring that all their
instructors have a master's degree.

You say that the military needs a
mental reevaluation. Could it be you, Mr,
Foley, who is in need of a mental check
up? Perhaps you didn't realize that
without the military on your side that you
might not have been here to have written
your risque cinicisms.

You mentioned that if students thought
about the military on campus, then they
would care, I agree, they would; for any
mature thinking student knows that each
and every student hss the freedom to
choose his or her education. It just so
happens that there are many individuals
who choose'to make the military a career.
Is it right to infringe upon their freedom
and think only of yourself, Mr. Foley?

The military may provide 'too'uch
money to institutions of higher learning;
but, without this financial aid most
schools would be forced to raise tuition
fees, creating more disturbance than
already exists. If you are a man who
believes in what you degrade, you will
also have the courage to openly discuss
the aspects of the military in person with
those you reproach.

Frank H, Olander Jr.
Delta Sigma Phi
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Foley ridiculous
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Editor, the Argonaut:

As a citizen interested in the problems
of the ecology and the environment,
I was most happy to see that U. of I.
students are becoming concerned.
Efforts on the part of individuals,
businesses, government, and all other
areas of both the private and public
sector are necessary in order to im-

prove just one aspect: pollution.
To obtain the necessary efforts on

the part of all segments of our society
that is necessary to "get the job done"

requires an informed public. The edi-

torial by Mr, John Foley in the Feb-
ruary 9, 1971 issue of The Argonaut

which states that "Potlatch Forests
(P,F.I,) is a wholly owned subsidiary
of Weyerhauser" is absolutely ridicu-

lous.
It (P.F,I,) is a separate legal entity

with approximately 4,200 stockholders,

I would be happy to explain wholly-

owned Subsidiary to one of your senior

news editors to clarify the situation if

you desire.
Misleading implications by the article

referred to above only indicate that
"some'ewswriters write what they

feel rather than the facts."
Sincerely,

Robert W. Clark

Assoc, Prof, of Accounting
and Chairman

omething? Additional ipequitiss
But there are additional inequities, If,

by the grace of God, a man was born with
an allergic skin condition; or if, by a
benevolent act of fate, a man's birthday
matches up with an RSN of 200 or more—
such men are excused from induction. But
other, upon whom God and fate smiled a
little less, have to face induction. And
that's hot fair! It's not fair for some to be
inducted and others to get off, While
gambling is illegal in most States, it'
okay for the federal government to gam-
ble with your birthday and your life. And
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wiiiter due to power shortage; or see our
nation fall to foreign powers due to lack of
adequate defense budgets; or see U,S,
aviation relegated to an inferior position
because we fail to develop the biggest and
fastest planes; and on and on....?

impressive arguments
Very impressive arguments, aren'

they? Or are they? Of course they'e not.
These are basically extremist arguments
designed to picture the conservationist as
an unrealistic dodo and an enemy of
people, progress, and the American
dream.

On the other side of the coin, Mike
Sowell (in the Argonaut, Feb. 9, 1971)
speaks (sarcastically, I hope) of the
"consequences" of real involvement in
the ecology thing" and suggests that this
must involve foregoing all travel and
walking everywhere, shutting down
industry, and not even reading
newspapers (why not stop breathing while
we'e about itP) Such arguments are not
only totally unrealistic, they are an insult
to a person's intelligence. And yet these
types of arguments which emphasize the
absurd and carry to an extreme what may
be very solid criticisms seem to be
running rampant these days. We hear
them from the wild<yed (but often empty-
headed) "ecology-fad freak" on the one
hand and from the profiteering puppets of
the GNP cult on the other. If these people
were half as concerned about presenting
the truth as they are about swaying public
opinion, perhaps we could get some facts
straight and start moving towards real
solutions.

The well-informed defender of the
natural environment realizes the present
day dependency upon large amounts of
power. rapid transportatior,, and mineral

generations apparently haven t the
vaguest notion as to how many people
populate this earth, much less of the real
cost of air pollution or the state of our
water resources (less than 1 in 10 could
place cost of U.S. sir pollution as between
4 and 22 billion dollars a year; only 1
person in 40 estimated U.S, water
demands to within a margin of error
allowing over 150 per cent variation), The
point is not that we all become
statisticians, but a clearer conception of
these problems seems needed if we are to
see them in perspective and comprehend,
even slightly, their magnitude.

Extent of pollution

Eve!Iybody knows that air pollution is
unhealthy, many of our rivers are filthy,
mining has defaced large areas of our
country, etc. Any fifth grader can tell you
that. But to what extent is air pollution
"unhealthy?" Regarding mining, how
significant is the defaced acreage in
relation to the importance of the
materials being mined? Should all
activity which pollutes grind to a halt
until it can be "proven" that given
effluent standards are "safe" and
until means of meeting those stan-
dards are perfected? And what happens
to the country in the meantime? The
The'8 million inhabitants of central New
York City require about 1.6 million truck
trips each day to provide them with their
needs. No doubt about it, stop those trucks
and you ve alleviated some air pollution.
But what of those people who rely on
those trucks?

And so the private interest groups ask:
In order to appease these extremists, are
the people to starve to death (under clean
skies, of course); or freeze to death in

I have noted with interest the recent
stream of environment-related articles
appearing in the Argonaut, some of which
(those of John Bond and Mike Sowel))
were initiated by the printing of my quiz

on environment in the Jan, 8, 1971
Argonaut. Such articles on environment
have been recently multiplying like flies
on presses all around the country,
Unfortunately, those in the newspapers
and popular magazines often leave much
to be desired.

Shut.up ststemept
Frequently someone starts out by

confronting the "opposition" with an "if
you don't know the facts, shut up"
statement. AB too often the author then

proceeds to spew forth a plethora of
overdrawn, undocumented, out-of-
context, misleading, or just plain untrue
cliches, ruses, and opinions. Many writers
seem far more concerned with gaining
converts to their point of view (i,e.
propagandizing) than with informing the
public, This is characteristically
accompanied by some (occasionally)
very subtle name+ailing.

For example, one of the chief
arguments aimed at the
"conservationists" by private interest
groups (industry, auto manufacturers,
engineers, mining, electrical utilities,
etc. ) is that their critics are
'emotionalists": they mean well but they
don't really understand.

And they'e right —to a degree. The
pathetic performance on the
aforementioned quiz given to 200 students
here would seem to verify this. On the
basis of that quiz, it would appear that
two-thirds of this "brightest," "most
aware," and "best informed" of all

resources. He further realizes that we
need the engineer, the technician, the
scientist and the miner if significant
headway is to be made in reversing
environmental deterioration.
Unfortunately, many, probably most,
concerned people are not well informed,
Some are extremists and emotionalists
whose childish rantings often do a world
of good for the polluters, much as a
destructive flood aids the Army
Engineers in their efforts to dam every
free-flowing river, or a blackout
strengthens the electric utilities'fforts
to build more power plants (often at
public expense).

The environmental emotionalist
demands an immediate end to
environmental deterioration. Intelligence
should tell us that such demands are not
only unrealistic, they could be
disasterous. As to what the industrial
private interest groups are pressing for
(relaxed effluent standards, no
government intervention, maximized
profits, unending growth and expansion),
no further evidence should be needed to
illustrate that this is already proving
disasterous in far too many cases.

In conclusion, might I humbly suggest
that all of us, be we journalists, miners,
ecologists, engineers, businessmen,
politicians, or students, leave the
propagandizing, the theatrics, and the
rhetoric to the comedians, and
concentrate instead on the essential,
though far less glamorous, task of
ascertaining, disseminating, and
understanding the facts concerning the
environment of this sad world? —Jack
Conn ers

Editor, The Argonaut;
I would like to point out some errors in

the article on registration fees in the
Argonaut of February 5, 1971.

The general admission price for
basketball tickets is $2.00 rather than

$1,50, while that for football is $3.00 rather
than $2,00. In addition, the number of
students who pay full fees is
approximately 5700 rather than 7500.

When the corrections are made, the
total value of tickets used by students is
$92,000 while the amount paid by students
is approximately $85,000, or students are
getting $7,000 more than they are paying
for.

Wilderness fanatics

Miss Janet Rugg
Idaho Argonaut

Dear Janet:
I was publisher of the Clearwater

Tribune at Orofino for many years and

am on the Advisory Council for the

Regional Forester at Missoula, and it is

with a little sadness that I see bright

young students. particularly PFI
scholarship recipients, get carried away
on such topics as the Magruder Corridor.

Wilderness fanatics are continuously

abandoning all major criteria for
including areas in their program, but if

they get half of what they ask for,

irreparable damage could result. Most of

these people, foreign to Idaho. have no

interest in the state's economic balance

or the resource use that makes the U of I
possible.

k ~

(i

George L. Bioomsburg
Chairman, Engr. Science

~kIQ~ACi...,...,,,ky Phil Frank

~ In the new management plan for
Magruder less than half of the 170,000

acres would have timber harvest. For
over 100 years it has been a corridor to

~ give nature lovers and recreation seekers
a chance to see real primitive country, If
it is made wilderness, it would deny
access and outdoor camping, by use of the

~ family car to all but the rich who can
affort guides and high priced pack trips.
Wildlife is also protected in our national

Off-Campus.ourna is"s/eco ac!is"s s sou ~

conc8n" ra"8 On "ac"s
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The difference between gullibility
and belief is the difference between
indifference and passion. Gullibility
needs a certain amount of "fine-if-you-

"say-so-just-let-me-be-ness" to function;
especially on an institutional level.

"Your fish was that long, I'm sure."
or —"Fine, if the communists must
be stopped in South Vietnam, go ahead.
After all, it's just ar.ther war."

Psssionare generation
On the other hand, passion; we are a

very passionate generation —passion
may be our quarter-of-the-century way
of defining everything.

Not to say previous generations were
gullible, but as, the heart patient takes
his glycerin, there was an acceptability
to them that seemed, at times, resig-
nation. They had some hard pills to
swallow: a dosage of reverence for their
leaders, spiritual, republican or demo-
crat, humility for their depression,
determination for their wars, nostalgia
for their youth. They managed to stay
afloat, though the currents towed them
to rather questionable latitudes at
times, they stayed cool. After all, you
can't accuse an entire nation of vagran-
cy (standing on the corner too long)
when the only way out of town was tak-
ing what rides you were offered. (And
all the rides let you off on the same
corner anyway. )

War babies
But out of World,War II, or closely

afterward, came us; if the second great
war to end all wars accomplished noth-

ing else, it must be thanked for that
great proliferative period producing
what we have disdainfully been referred
to as the "war.babies."

We grew and frolicked in the fifties,
hoping to join Ed "Big Daddy" Roth
in the magnificent car customizing
field, and putting down our big sisters
for digging Pat Boqiie and Fabian Forte
on the Hit Parade. And, holy cow! by
1960 to 1965 we'd reached 97 per cent
of our adult height.

Mysterioso! Something happened. For
awhile we figured everything would be
cool if instead of street rods we cust-
omized surfboards (skateboards for us
born inland). But things got stranger;
Frankie Avalon got uptight with some
"let's - play - bingo - on - the - beach-
director," telling him he couldn't with
Annette Funicello —"Let's wait until
we'e married, Frankie."

The kids thought, "Hey, man, let'
ride with the Kennedy's for awhile
and see what it's like!" So whenever
we could tear ourselves away from an
occasional Beatles but more likely a
Paul Revere and the Raiders on the
local request station (from a "guy" at
Central to a "way out" girl from Valen-
tia School of Tooth Correction) we
tripped out of politics, usually when
the drive-in flick we were at demanded
that we "discuss" rather than feel
like we'd totally lost our money.

Heady discussions
My experience ranged all the way

from heady discussions like:
"Negroes are equal!"

"No they aren'!"
"Yes they are!" to:
"Censorship is good!"
"No it isn'!"
"Yes it is!"
But the seeds of passion were sown.
The seeds of passion?
Maybe the Sword of Hiroshima delica-

tely suspended above us on a S.A.C.
cloth string. Or an adolescent stirring
in the groin that spread to our minds
and emotions.

Or a belief that age is sage and that
somehow wisdom like the milk we were
drinking could be brought into full
bloom from dehydration by adding
water. or in this case, —acid.

Or maybe we should have walked
five miles to school every day through
heaps of dung.

At any rate it was there, passion,
and we looked back at the few hipsters
and movers that preceded in Haight-
Ashbury and Selma, Ala„and said
"Wow. We heard the Word and the
Word was 'groovy" —make way for
the word."

Formulating beliefs

Our belief was formulating; that the
details weren't clear yet but that the
main belief was that whatever we

believed in was good.
again, but instead of 57 Chevy's, we
were running on J. C. waterwalkers
powered by placards. Youth is the
name, protest's our game. Wheee!

Bam! The Man! The Man Striketh!
We didn't read the sheriff and his men

in Meridian, Miss., right when they
pushed the dirt over Chancy, Goodman
and Shwerner, or we'd have seen this a
comin'. We didn't quite grasp ole'im
Clark down in Selma.

Chicago '68

'ut by potpourri time in Chicago
'68 the writing on the wall was as clear
as Gilligan's Island

Our passion !rau become the scaf-
fold at our feet; our beliefs the rope
around our necks. The Man was pulling
the trap door open.

But our beliefs were weak; under our
falling weight they frayed and then
snapped. "Groovy" was no longer the
Word. We reheard the Word and the
Word was revolution. McCarthy and
King moved aside for Marcuse and
Cleaver. The names don't mean much,
or as much, as Man thinks. They'e
just hood ornaments for our passion-
mobile.

This, of course. is the continuing
story of the "Class ol l96 Predictions
would be inappropriate considering our
class has underestimated the past so
often. But a postscript should be added
to the effert that the details of our
Belief are as yet unclear. But the pas-
sion to clarify those details may well
be our donation to ole'SA high.—

Remember Hylton's
Honda for

Hyto s Honda
II

WOuld appreciate student
business again ic 1971 ' 1

I
II Honda —Hodaka-

Mcciecca
expert parts and service

II '„;,.'„,„SERVI
I

II f19 N. Main 882-7721
Call 882-7934 for Duafte Larson (student salesman)

~ 1 cl

Hair —subject of endless father-son,
employer-employee, teacher-student and
military-draftee discussion was finally dealt
with in the state of Idaho this last week ana
some pretty progressive decisions have resul-
ted.

The Idaho Supreme Court ruled that school
codes regulating hair lengths of male stu-
dents violate the students'onstitutional

'ights while in a similar case U.S. Dist. Judge
-Fred M. Taylor ruled that a section of the
Meridian High School dress code pertaining
to hair length for male students was unen-
force able.

Meanwhile the U.S. Army said a federal
district court lacked jurisdiction in a suit
filed by a long-haired Idaho National guards-
man, who wants to prevent the Army from
calling him to active duty.

In a 3-2 decision Wednesday the high court
overturned a district court decision upholding
a school dress code at Highland High School
irf Pocatello.

The majority decision stated, "The right
to wear one's hair in manner of his choice is
a cot)stitution"lly protected matter of per-
sonal taste."

The Supreme Court said the state must not
meddle with those rights unless it can be
proved., that "some societal interest has been
substantially impaired by an ir)dividual's
exercise of personal taste."

Dissenting from the majority were Justices
Allan G. Shepard and Clay V. Spear.

Shepard pointed out that the U.S. Supreme
Court has refused to hear cases dealing with
such matters. He added that he doubted whe-
ther courts should spend time dealing with
hair controversies since hair styles change so
often.

Spear said he believed such regulations
were "perhaps mandatory in a school system
in order to teach children to live within our
society."

The Associated Press reported this story
and the response throughout the State of
Idaho and particularly within the school
system is probably predictable.

HUGE a WILD DISCOUI)ITS
STEREO RECORDS 8 TAPES

SPEEDY SERVICE SEND FOR YOUR FREE LIST.

THE STUDENT STORE PO. ROX 64
REDONDO REACH, CAL IF ORN IA g02 7 7

NAME

ADDRESS
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Tom Paine came from afar, afar,
His nose is like a blaz-ing star,
He stirred the world a-round and round,

And turned the heavens upside down-

Sung by cast at end of each act
Tom Paine, a recent play by Paul

Foster„was produced by the Final Stage
of Washington State University in regular
production last fall and again Monday
night in the CUB ballroom to raise money
for the cast's trip to Humbolt State where
they participated in the Northwest Drama
Conference competition.

A review of the play must involve more

than a traditional analysis of aspects of
production and presentation, because the
play involves much more than traditional
aspects of drama and stagecraft. The
substance of the play is political as well
as aesthetic. In one light it is problematic,
examining the issue of revolution. And in

form, it u!tempts to deal with the problem
of the separation of life and theatre-
attempts to be human experience that
engages not simply attention but
participation as well, a'nd perhaps
conviction.

Some notes. Thomas Paine, born in
England, was present during the political
upheavals in three nations, the American
Revolution, the toppling of King George
III in England, and the French
Revolution. In America, he is still known
as author of "Common Sense" and
"Crisis Papers"; in Britain and France
as author of "The Rights of Man," a
refutation of the divine rights of Kings.

His reputation remains exclusively that
of a revolutionist writer. In American
history I learned that "Common Sense"
had been instrumental in inspiring the act
of revolution and, incidentally, that it had
been written by Thomas Paine. An
accurate reflection it seems: the man
was variously ignored, exiled, and
inprisoned by the governments whose
formation made use of his thought.

The story
The text of the play presents us with the

life of the man lived simultaneously with
his works and their effects and considered
separate from them (by those with whom
he is involved). The two principal
characters are Tom Paine and his
reputation. The mood is set by the agony
of his thought trying to penetrate the
confusion and corruption of his times. The
basic line of action revolves around the
tension of straining to resolve problems
posed by a number of essential dualities
or conflicts. Paine is intensely conscious
of the need to act against exploitation and
injustice and spends more time than not
in an alcoholic stupor, drunk or O.D.'d on
brandy. His reputation can only
occasionally momentarily rouse him
(which parallels nicely the existence
of masses who "know who pays the taxes!
but for the most part cannot extract
themselves from the myopia of enduring
their lot.)"

No one is able to say certainly whether
the man is motivated by personal
ambition or selfless goodwill —he lives in
"Cromwell's shadow" and the seeking
sergeant cries in the final scene, "Did he
want to be King?" Even in action, men
cannot separate confusion from purpose.
Paine, in pleading for the life of George
III after his deposition, pleads for
adherence to integrity of purpose. And
implicit of course, War and Peace. To act
or to endure. "How ye — say this
slaughter?"

The finally compelling aspect of the
text is its fusion of levels of dramatic
currents. We at once are involved with l.
a produced drama; 2. the interior
recounting of a story; 3. Paine's torture
at having to relive the experience; 4. an
appeal to the audience to be more than
listeners. There are three improvisational
scenes and actors often "break
character" to speak directly to
spectators.

Back to review
Oh yes, writing a review, The Final

Stage; its fugitives and leftovers —and
director William Dorr do well with the
material. The play spurts, glides, rocks,
and halts in turns. The organization and
execution of some scenes is basic and
clear, others display an apparent
confusion of speech and actions, most
involve a little of both —but certainly
maintamed through all Is the feelmg of
conflict and tension. The state of Paine's
mind and of the clash of forces remains
tenuous and uncertain. There is, despite a
honstant sense of discord, something in
every scene that stands out, speaking
either of the heroic and intense forging of
purpose or of its maddeningly mevitable
betrayal.

The character portrayals are vivid
and striking, Paine reels and groans
through the scenes followed by his frantic
Reputation who strains to keep him going
and speaks with passion when able.

Incidental characters are turned into
caricatures that would probably have
inspired Brect. A couple of scenes stand
out in particular. Near the conclusion of
Part I, England and France square off,
playing America as a buffer, is a life-
figure chess game. A guide calls the
moves as finance, politics, and intrigue
shuffle around and Paine observes in the
center, unsuccessfully attempting to
control his outrage as he tries to rescue a
needed shipload of supplies that the
muddle should have produced. And
midway through Part II, a trio of

impervious judges probe "the divine
mysteries of the Law" (yeseses, noseses,
maybeseses, and perhapseses) finally
delivering judgement standing on their
heads. The outcoine 'of which is the
overcoming and blackening (with rubber
stamps) of Paine's reputation. High
points of a strong performance.

Involvement

There remains now the question of.
direct mvolvement. Can drama or the
theatre be life, more than intriguing
representation of it? The play's attempt
to deal with the problem cannot be
ignored. That the question is a real one is
demonstrated at intermission, before
which Paine is invested with the robes
and crown of King George, and through
which he stands immobile as the crowd
mills around, en route to the lobby,
scarcely conscious of his presenre scant
moments into the break.

Something is needed to break the
barrier between audience and
performance, to force spectators to feel
in the drama. As previously mentioned,
actors break character and speak, during
performance, to the audience. And the
action is totally cut for an improvisation
in which we are asked to ask questions
altd the cast discusses their intention in

production and feelings about Tom Paine.
the man, assuring us he was real and vital
force embodying the spirit of human
justice. Both parts of the play begin with
improvisationals, making use of scattered
comments, chant, and song, the rythym
and spontaniety of which should engage
altd involve spectators in the feeling and
spirit of the event, establish an
immediate line of communication and a
sense of its presence.

This works well to the extent that the
audience is provoked to an mtertor
response-thinking about who Tom Paine
was, what the cast is doing, how seriously
they should be taken. Beyond that, there
remains a problem. The message ol the
improvision, that we are in the presence
of a group ol fervent disciples of Paine.
comes to give us the experience of his
spirit, that we are to forget observation
and involve ourselves, is a hard one to buy
when we know it is a play, written, being
produced, and-that all of it takes place
within a prepared framework for
presentation. Hard thing to beat.

Success
Which is probably why something extra

happened Monday night, to deal more
direcuy and openly with the question and
its presence. Slightly prior to the end of
the play a member of the audience
descends to the stage, stops the action,
announces wMy name is Benjamin, my
brother's name is Thomas," and accuses
the cast of slandering the name of Paine
by pretending to be living his message
when they in fact are acting parts: they
are imposters, wolves in sheep's clothing.
The man calls for a trial of the cast. He
had a rough time on stage because
(SUCCESS!) the audience did respond,
challenging him to get to the point,
asserling that he could not pick a jury
because "we are the people".

There are a number of lights the
incident may be viewed in. I.ike the rest
of the improvision, it alienates empathy
and provokes thought, It does elicit a
response, active participation from
spectators. It brings the question of life in
drama directly to the surface. On the
other hand, to really give what is said in it
credibility, we must maintain faith that it
was genuinely inspired by the moment.
The ostensible charge of the challenger is
deceit which makes the trial, if planned. a
double deceit, an exercise against itself.

And in the end
The question of the trial. as the question

of Paine's life, ends unresolved, raised
nicely. Still, after it all, some significant
points have presented themselves.
Paine's actor refers, in an impassioned
concluding speech, to Pame s dead )z)dr
as "the raw stulf that moved the pen"
seeming to indicate that the man's lite
and work were not separable. An actor,
during the "trial", answers the question
ol what he will do with his life by
Inaintaining he will pursue a life in
theatre, whatever that takes, seeming to
indicate that his life will he the theatre.
And the audience responds to the trial by
defending the c.st, having been enter'-
tained.

Q. Would you write home 47,678 words a week.

A. Of course not! Choice Steak
Prawns
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Photo by Cliff Eidemil/er

JUMPING JOHN —John Nelson (24) jumps with Weber State's Bill Orr.. (32) as Willie Sojourner (35) and Malcolm Taylor (12) look on.
I',

I The University of Idaho varsity
basketbaflers came off a shaky first half
and a brawling second half to defeat the

;- Northern Arizona University
Lumberjacks, 87-65, last night in Mem-
orial Gym.

With seven seconds left in the game, it
seemed as if ail chaos broke loose on the

I hardcoiirt, as Idaho's Dennis Hadden
was knocked to the court with a bloody
nose, delivered to him by an Arizona
player. After one free-throw was shot

I for the foul, more trouble erupted, and
;

'

Arizona was stuck with a technical
; foul.

Earlier, Idaho's Malcolm Taylor was
taken out of the game for treatment of a

'aceration over his right eye.
The game started out in Idaho's favor,

as they took an early five point lead.
But the Lumberjacks stormed back to

j
': tie the score at 20-20 with eight minutes

left in the first half.
The lead exchanged hands several

times, until Idaho finally came out
. ahead with a 34-30 halftime lead.

Unlike the first half, the second half

was convincingly in the Vandals'avor,'s they stormed ahead with 12 to 20

f,i-. point advantages, behind the excellent
outside shooting of guard Tim Cum-

j i
mings.

Cummings led all other Idaho scorers
in the second half with 14 points, while

Arizona's Walt Mannon led his team

«u . with 15 points. Also doing a fine job for
the Vandal cause was Paul Hardt, who

I:: came off the bench in the second half

to score six,

!27k 'igh scorer for the game was Arizona's

)

''
Walt Mannon with20points, while Idaho's

I
". tough forward John Nelson was close

behind with 18. Tim Cummings and Marv

I!:,Williams were next on the high point list
:,,'ith 16 and 15 respectively, and Arizona's

l:;;";.i Mark Champagne with 14. Malcolm
I,-:. Taylor was held to 13 points.

Saturday night the Vandals used a slow
deliberate ball control game to upset the

I. highly touted Weber State Wildcats. They
8:;; limited "wonderful" Willie Sojourner to 9''.points and 9 rebounds and just as

!
', "wonderful" Bob Davis to 16 points and 2

!
~ -. rebounds by keeping him outside.

Malcolm Taylor led the Vandals in

scoring with 21 points and 9 rebounds with

IntramlIrals
Intramural -8" buskethull will be Muriing

iho beoiunlns oi next month, ucrording to Clem

Porhony, advisor oi the intramural program. The

foiromural africa would like teams entering to cunioct

I
iht intramural otnce in the Gym

-A" 8oxkotbsll
Thursday. Fehr 13. 1971

kuu 6oroh Hall 45, chriamon Hall 24
Snow Hall 29, South Hill Terrace 21
uphom Hall 48. Campus Club 12
Gouli Hall 46. Graham Hall 24
Shaw Hell.2 53, shuup Hull-2 42
Campus Club-2 24. Chrixmon Hull-2 19
'ryiulu sweeh2 35, Grohom Hull-2 29

,~.,'ocoonoff Huff-2 60, 8uroh Hall 229
Willis Sweet Hull 48, Lindley Hull 38

>ouiio Men's Association-2 37, Gault Hulh2 28
uohom ffall 240, Llndlay Hall2 14

Hoodbufl
Februury 12. 1971

Jfurtun-Leuuertun (Alpha Tuu Omesul uuar Duhuurr

Johnson IMcConneii Huff) 21.8.21.16
Alioqulst-Homing IAlphu Tou Oiueoo) over Johnson-

Moohuri IPhi Colts Thetof 21.4.21.5

captain John Ixfefson hot on his tail with 17
points and 9 rebounds. Gary Koethe came
on late in the game with 12 points, as he
came in for Adrian Prince, who had three
fouls at the half and fouled out with 7:32 to
play

Idaho first grabbed the ball off a Willie
Sojourner tip as Tim Cummings brought
the ball down the court, but to no avail as
the Wildcats got it back before Idaho
could put it in the basket. Weber brought
it down and Jon Knoble made the tally.

Idaho brought the ball down and John
Nelson put it in from the foul line for the
two pointer. Adrian Prince put the
Vandals ahead 4-2 less than a minute later
and Willie S. tied it back up 4-4 going up
for a lay-in. John Nelson fouled Knoble
and the single point made it 5-4. When
Taylor made a tip-in at 14:50, the Vandals
took the lead which they never,
relinquished.

The Vandals slowly built the lead
through the first half by passing the ball
around and working for one good shot.
The lead reached eleven points 28-17 at
halftime, the final two points a
desperation "last minute" shot by Marv
Williams with three seconds in the half.

The Wildcats came out and began pres-
sing Idaho into taking more shots and
playing ball less control. The strategy
began working for a few minutes toward
the middle of the half as Weber pulled to
within seven points at 51-44 with 7:30 left
in the half. Then Idaho began pulling away
in the last few minutes.

Coach Wayne Anderson praised the play
of the Vandais and singled out several for
special praise. He said Gary Koethe
played exceptional ball, both in scoring
and being able to give off in pass
situations. In addition the play of
Malcolm Taylor was as superb as it is
taken for granted to be.

Later this week the Vandals travel to
Ogden, Utah to face the Wildcats in the
"Snake Pit", as Wayne Anderson put it.
He commented that he didn't know just
what strategy he would plan on. A couple

of years ago the Vandals went down to
Ogden to play Weber and came away with

a win by playing the type of game that

they played Saturday, but WSU coach Phil

Johnson will be ton well prepared for that

type of play to rely entirely on that.
They will continue on to Flagstaff,

Arizona, to face the Lumberjacks. That

game is scheduled for next Saturday

night.

Sync. Swim Club meets
The Synchronized Swimming Club wiH

be meeting for the first time this
semester on Tuesday evening at 7 p.m. in

the Swimming Center.
The club is open to everyone, male and

female, and you need not be a past
member or have any previous experience
in synchronized swimming to belong.
Anyone interested is asked to come
Tuesday night ready to swim and
experience the joy of swimming to music.

I

The club will start working
immediately on a show to be presented

during parents weekend. Anyone in-

terested in the area of productions,
lighting, sound, and backdrops and props
is also encouraged to come and help put
on what they hope will be a fabulous

show.
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Big Sky scoring
Pege 7feb. 16, '1971

games at SUB;

over 300comPe<e
Willie Humes of Idaho State continues

tfi lead the Big Sky scoring wNi BII
average of 34.9 points a game. He is
followed by Idaho's Malcolm Taylor with
24.3, Ron Austin is third with 21.9and Bill
Brickhouse fourth at 21.1

Greg Sten of Qonzaga !ends the
conference in field goal percentage with
57.5 per cent of his shots from the field
completed. Vandal Malcolm Taylor ts
again second with 51;7per cent, while Bob
Davis of Weber State is third at 50.9 and
Ron Steinburg fourth at 50.00per cent.

At the charity stripe Ron Austin is the
top man. The Boise State Bronco has
made N.3 per cent of his free throws.
Willie Weeks of Montana State is second
with 81.5 per cent and Don Wetzel of
Montana has made 80.8.

Steve Wallace leads in rebounds with an
average if 13.3 picked off a game, The
Bronco is followed by Bob Davis of Weber

The University of Idaho ASUI games
area successfully hosted the region 14
Associated College Unions-International
(ACU-I) games tournament last we'ek.

Over 300 students from the region, made
up mainly of the Pacific Northwest, were
here to show their skills in such sports 88
bowling, chess and bridge.

The top wmners m each event will nf.«
advance to the ACU-I national gaii.s
tournaments, with each event having a
separate tournament.

Oregon State University won the team
womens bowling title, with a total piofof!
of 4934. Idaho was third with 45(hI:otal
pins. In mens competition, Oregon w;ir
the team title with 5714 pins, vri;.n Idaho
fourth at 5419. All bowling scorer ver"
scratch, with no handicap taken In.

In table tennis, James Tonig nf iifi
University of Oregon placed first ufriby

teammate Ed Ng second, The two 3!Gr

combined efforts to place fir.i in (en ."
table tennis followed by Ed Chin Gnd

Steve Roehrich of Oregon St"te.

II
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lit meetsTankers sp
Toneflato (UPS), 2:10.29; John Sheekley
(UPS), 2:18.10;Mike Schuler (I), 2:23.60.

One Meter Diving; Wayne Clark (I),
201.15 pts.; Tom Jones (I), 175.M pts.;
Dana Rush (UPS), 156.10pts.

200 yd. Butterfly, Steve Lougee (UPS),
2:11.87;Larry Kupper (I), 2:19.37.

100 yd. Freestyle, Brad Hdluiger (I),
.51.38, Dave Voss (UPS), .51.79, Doug
Hillerman (UPS) 54 04 Matt Oliver (I)
:55.70.

200 yd. Backstroke; Scott Knowles

(UPS), 2:10.87; Gary Benson (UPS),
2:15.82;Tom Klein (I),2:18.81.

500 Freestyle; Hans Wold (UPS),
5:17.13; Jim Toneflato (UPS), 5:17,30;
Jim Dean (I), 5:35,00; Wayne Eddy (I),
6:08.32;

200 yd. Breaststroke; Jim Otness
(UPS),.2:26.50; Jim Naumann (I),
2:32.35; Jeff Frier (I), 2:33.37; John

Sheekley (UPS), 2:34.19;
Three Meter Diving; Tom Jones (I(,

219.05 pts.; Wayne Clark (I), 206.60 pts.;
Dana Rush (UPS), 170.00pts.

400 yd. Freestyle Relay; UPS
(HiHerman Bethefl Tyner Kimberley)
3:30.34; Idaho (Schuler, Theissen,
Hiflinger, Dean), 3:33.54.

Team Scores —UPS 69, Idaho 42

Saturday's Results —400 yd. Medley
Relay; Idaho (Klein, Horn, Kupper,
Dean), 3:57.89; Weber State (Arbuckle,
Nelson, Hansen, Norton), 4:02.02.

1000 yd. Freestyle; Scott MCElhaney
(WSC) 11:40.N; Jeff Frier (I); 12:09.68;
Wayne Eddy Eddy (I), 13:07.91;

200 yd. Freestyle; Mike Rigdon (WSC),
1:58.82; Larry Kupper (I), 1:59.30;Steve
Chisolm (G), 2:01,44; Mike Saunders
(WSC), 2:03.09; Terry Theissen (I),
2:05.06; Jeff Gross (WC), 2:16.12; Glen
Drake (WC), 2:17.47.

50 yd. Freestyle; Jim Dean (I),:23.54;
Chuck Norton (WSC),:24.47; Chuck
Flaherty (G);:24.51;Vein Jones (WSC),
:24.68; Steve Heuager (WC),:24.82; Matt
Oliver (I),:24.18;Greg Reinemer (WC),
:27.44;

200 yd. Individual Medley; Rick
Harding (WSC), 2:11.86; Jim Arbuckel
(WSC), 2:13.97; Mike Eherman (G),
2:19.15;Mike Schuier (I),2:19.97;Darwin
Horn (I), 2:28.50.

One Meter Diving; Ron Smith (WK),
202.95 pts.; Wayne Clark (I), 202.30 pts.;
Rory Kelly (G), 186.90 pts.; Tom Jones
(I); 186.30;

200 yd. Butterfly, Rick Harding (WK),
2:11.59; Jim Dean (I), 2:15.80; Lonnie
Hansen (WSC), 2:18.79; Steve Henager
(WC), 2:36.59; Paul DelBonta (G),
2:41.51:

100 yd. Freestyle; Larry Kuper (I),
:52.43; Chuck Norton (WSC), Chuck
Flaherty (G),:54.62; Terry Theissen (I),
:55.54; Vern Jones (WSC);:56.82; Glen
Drake (WC),:57.77; Jeff Gross (WC),
:53.42;

The University of Idaho Swim Team,
swimming short-handed, managed to split
four dual contests over the weekend.
Friday afternoon they dropped a single
dual meet to the University of Puget
Sound Loggers &42, then swam in a quad-
dual meet against Gonzaga, Weber State
and Whitilian College. Saturday, losing

to Weber 71-42 and beating Whitman

91J)and Gonzaga 77-32.

The Loggers brought into Moscow a
swim team that is strong for this area,
although only fair for a coastal team
where the altitudes are lower and swim-

ming is a bigger sport. They captured
firsts in the 400 yard medley relay, 200

yard Freestyle, 200 yard Individual

Medley, 200 yard Backstroke, 500 yard
Freestyle and 200 yard Breaststroke.

Jim Dean swam a 11:27.78 1000 yard
Freestyle, the "guts" event of a swim
meet, to take the first first place for the
Vandals in their new swimming facility.
Larry Kupper took a first in the 50-yard
freestyle, while Brad Hillinger did so in
the 100-yard Freestyle. In the diving
events, Idaho swept first and second,
Wayne Clark scored a first in the one-
meter diving with teammate Tom Jones
right behind in second and the order was
reversed in the three-meter event, both
times beating out Dana Rush of U.P.S.

Saturday Idaho played host to six dual
meets between four teams, Idaho,
Gonzaga, Weber State and Whitman.
Each event was run with entrants from
each school and the results were
calculated between the six combinations
of competing teams in dual meet scoring,
five points for a first place, three for a
second and one for a third, except for the
medley relays when there was seven
points for first place and no score for the
second team.

Idaho and Weber State dominated the
meet and in fact garnered first and
second. place in every event, allowing
Gonzaga seven thirds and Whitman to one
overall fourth.

Idaho began well with an opening win in
the 400-yard Medley Relay, Jim Dean,
this time swimming in the sprint races,
won the 50-yard Freestyle and Larry
Kupper added five points by taking the
1000 yard Freestyle. The final overall first
was by Wayne Clark in the three-meter
diving, with teammate Tom Jones third.
Clark's point total in the three-meter
diving was a new record for the pool, just
in its third meet,

Saturday saw four pool records set. The
U.P.S. 400-medley Relay team beat the
mark set by the Montana team January
30. Jim Tonellato set a new record
originally set by Jim Zaro in the first
meet. The Montana swimmer swam the
event in 2:14.46 and Toneflato did the
distance in 2:10.20. Jim Otness of U.P.S.
outdid the effort of Andy Hicks of
Montana with a 2:26.60 200 yard
Breaststroke. The other record was set by
Jim Dean in the 1000 Freestyle as he
swam it in 11:27.78.It was a new record
as the scoreboard, with an electronic time
clock, failed to work in the Montana
contest because of operational error.

The results:
Friday —400 yd. Medley Relay; UPS.

(Knowles, Otness, Kimberley, Voss).
3:53.13; Idaho (Oliver, Naumann,
Kupper, Schuler), 4:07.52.

1000 yd. Freestyle; Jim Dean (I),
ll:27.78; Gary Benson (UPS), 11:33.23;

200 yd. Freestyle; Steve Lougee (UPS),
1:52. 16; equerry Bethefl (UPS), I:57.73;
Jeff Frier (I), 2:02.86; Wayne Eddy (I),
2:07.47;

50 yd. Freestyle; Larry Kupper (I),
:24.05; Jeff Tyner (UPS),:24.11; Doug
Hiflerman (UPS),:24.14; Darwin Horn
(I),:24.49;

200 yd. Individual Medley; Jim

State at 11.4.
Looking at the team figures, Weber

State leads in team offense and defense
with an average of. 83.7 points a game,
while their opponents have scored a low
figure of 61,8. Idaho leads the pack in
team field goal percentage with 46.0 per
cent of their attempts from the field
made. ISU leads in free throw percentage
at 72.5 per cent.

Rachel Pong of Oregon placed first '.
womens singles table tennis wit)f Karen
Berlinger of OSU seednd. The Washih;,".:",
State twosome of Wiunio 'i'ing ap.".
Patricia Bower took top spot .,: vromPGF

doubles table tenms.

Washington State, team A iook -'';.

place in chess competition wiib 8 2 p finth

beating out Central Washingtori, ~.":3h';.i

6YJ points. The Idaho team psrtjripa'i 6
under the auspices of the Uni eriify

u'dahoChess Club. Team 8 ndod iip

12th, and team A, 14th.

In Bridge competition, tbe two Oreg;„.
State teams finished first and serof-.d

easily grabbing the team title. The Idsfin
team of Clough and Hosch I'in)shed fi!Lh

with the two other Vandal Bridge!'9ni:.
eighth and tenth.

Steve Humphreys bent Jobii Conger for
the snooker championship 66-38 and 68-38,

Brad Pyle of Oregon beat Brad
Herrington of WSU in the ACU-I 3 cushion
finals. James Dawson of Idaho Sf ate beat,
James Ding of Oregon State I~"-73 and 156
94.

Idaho lridders claim

Four JC transfers
The University of Idaho Football

program has announced four new J. C.
football players who',.will transfer to the
University to participate in spring drills
and should be top candidates next season.

Bob Ries is a .$'ll", 215 pound
linebacker from Pie<e Junior College in
Los Angeles. He wuk AH4onference at
Pierce and AH4ity in',High School. He has
excellent speed and q8ickness.

Iten Beherns, from Olympic Junior
College in Washington, is a 6'3", 215 pound
tight-end. At OJC, he displayed his
excellent receiving arid blocking skills, as
he was named to 'second team AH
Conference.

From Diablo Valley Junior College at
Concord, Calif.,! comes Gunther
Gutierrez. A 6'2",'90 pound wide
receiver, Gunther was named to the AH-

Conference first tealn this past season.
He was the leadiiig receiver in his
conference, and he was highly recruited
by WAC and Pac4 colleges,

Gary Linnenkohl ig a 6'1", 200 pound
defensive end from Gray's Harbor Junior
College in Washingtofi. He was also a first
team selection in his conference. At
Moguim high school,'e played football
for Andy Christoff, who is now the
Vandals defensive secondary coach.

Taylor leadsin scoring
could set new record

FOR SALE-MISC.

HAROLD HUGHES in 72 . Bumpcrsfick iu

and buttons > '"'ewsletter svaifsbfe,

STUDENTS fo«HES, Box 666, !"..".

Angeles, Calif. 90053Malcolm Taylor continues to )ead the
scoring race for the Vandals with an 18.5
average with 296 poiiits. Taylor with 707
points in his career! at Idaho is now
moving up the aH-time scoring ladder and
currently holds 14th place.

Malcolm can take over the 'nighest

average per season record for the
Vandals if he can continue his current
pace. Jerry Skaife, who graduated in 1966,
has a 17.1scoring average.

Taylor leads in rebounds with 147 and a
9.1 mark. John Nelsoii is second with an
8.0 mark. Nelson is also the top free throw
shooter with a .79 mark completing 59 out
of 75 attempts.

The Vandals are keeping ahead of their
opponents in scoring averages with a 74.5
average to 73.0 for the opposition. The
Vandals have scored 24 more field goals
than their opponents but the opponents
have been to the charity line 59 more
times than the Vandals and have scored 27

more free throws. Idaho holds a slight

edge in rebounds, 45.8 to 44,8.

Visit Morketimo's all nOW wino makers shop.

Complete supplies for amateur wine mukaru

Anybody can do it.
O'"'I'ir'/Xi''~C2V'~/r'2V'O"'~C i~""'.u-""r~

FOR SALE-CARS
'32'A'.:.rs: NNvÃYrrY42r."q.":2v .": "."';;c23

Ford Mustang, 1969 white, 3 speed. sx
cylinder, 32,000 miles. $1788. Calf: Dennis

Messe, University V. W., 862-5501 atter 1

p.m., or 882-2971 after 6,

LOST AND FOUND

Lost. gold "Tissot" watch with leather hand,
Saturday Feb. 7 in women's gym,

serti'ental

value. Reward. Chris Kor.e. Defi;
Tuu Del.

Team Scores —WSC 71, Idaho 42
Idaho 91, Whitman 9
Idaho 77, Gonzaga 32
Gonzaga 55, Whitman 18
Weber State 86, Gonzaga 20
Weber State 94. Whitman 7

1 I rf
I

2

Is olir image

slipping?'DUCATION

Have you toed Correspondence Stu2JL

for those extra credits for gruduatfonr Call

885-6486. Corresporideuce Study —Aduli

Education Building.

EMPLOYMENT

Homoworkors badly needed. Address .Ori

volopes in spare Lime. MINIMUM of 614
per 1000. Send stamped envelope for imme.

diete FREE dotuils to: MAILCO, 340 'ones

Street, Suite 27, San Francisco. Calif, 94102

MESSAGES

Fulfill your military obligation while you
work or go to school. Idaho Natiooaf Guard,

Orofino. Immediate openings. Delay induc-

tion 120 days until graduation. Phone 1 208.
476-3621, reverse charges.

Chess men in ACU I games
The University of Idaho chess team

began things on a busy note this semes-
ter as they participated in the ACUI
games Tournament held here last week,
Representing the University of Idaho
were Delwyn Kellogg and Ronald
Dittman on the "A" team and Larry
Sinclair and Phil Walch on the "B"team.

The club was started last semester with
Nathan Smith president and Ronald
Dittman secretary-treasurer. At the last
club meeting Smith was again elected
xresident while Phil Walch became vice-
president and Larry. Sinclair secretary-
treasurer.

The club meets every Sunday at 2 p,m,',
usually in theBiue Room of the SUB. Dues
for this semester were set at 5 cents as an

incentive for getting new members.
Membership is open to anyone in the area,
including area residents and high school
students in addiion to University students.
The organization belongs to the United
States Chess Federation.

In the future the Idaho Club hopes to
play the Orofino Hospital chess players
ano set up an intr'a-school match with
the WSU chess club. If"you know how, or
interested in learning how to play chess,
stop by the SUB Sunday at 2p.m. and sign
up. It only costs a nickel.

Recognition Hour held
The Womens'ecreation Association

held its annual Recognition Hour Sunday
Feb. 7 to recognize outstanding living

groups and individuals who have
participated in the WRA program
throughout the year.

The group made an attempt this year to
change the mood of the event to
something more appropriate to the
students needs. The theme of the hour
was "The Times They Are A'Changing",
and it was carried out by the program,
which included a contemporary dance
presentation by Orchesis and folk singing
led by Frankie Hauser.

The Participation Trophy and
Tournament Trophy was awarded to Hays
Hall, with the Tri-Delts second. Carol
Reeser, off campus, was awarded the I
Club Senior Scholastic Participation
Trophy, while Barb Baren, Alpha Gamma
Delta, won the Joyce Weaber Scheuett
Trophy, given annually to the girl who

most nearly typifies a true sportswoman
in ber attitude and actions toward others.

Some people msy have us
wrong. It's possible.
For instance, we Paulists

are known for tbe printed
and the spoken word. Books,
radio, and TV. The glamorous
world.

But there is another, bigger
world in which the Paulist
moves...

A dusty corner in Utah
where Paulists offer
material and spiritual relief
to migrant workers.

Ao area known as East
Village and 8 Psulist who
understands the meaning
of "taking 6 trip."
A Newman Center on 6

troubled college campus
and 8 priest who is riof 8
judge but an understanding
ear and 8 mediator.

Being 8 P8ulist isn't easy.
Being 8 Paulist isn't glamorous.
It's belier,

For more information on
Paufist priestly spirit write fo

Rev. Doaofii C Compben, CS.P.
Vocouou IJboctor

Women Beware —D. D.'s are commg

STUDENT MARKET

82% of 6II college womon own hai dners
One in fifteen own two or more. Souioe:
Ch8ructeristics of the College Market. Sepi.
1971.

Idaho Argonaut
Want Ad Rates

65c for first 15 words
58 each additional word

minimum
65'entads ere accepted at the

SUB Info Desk
Deadlines for Publication;
5:00p.m. the day before

publication.

UNIYERSITY DRU

Wtherg
Paulist

Room 112
415 West 59th Siroot

Nevv York, N.Y. 10819

or:

Mail to:
Argonaut, Want Ads
SIJb
University of Idaho
Moscow, Ida)io Q3B43

"The Student Headquarters

For All Your DRUG STORE Needs"

531 S. Main 882-2661
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In the fall of this school year, s
-selected group of students. faculty.
sod administrators went to Ross
Point. on the Spokane River, as s
srert on en expeiiment being con-
ducted by Dr. William Bergquist.
Bergquist, who prefers to be called
Bill, is s member of the faculty ol
the psychology depsrtmerib Berg-
quist is s strong advocate of sensi-
tivity training sg group encounter
sessions. It hss been said of Dr.
Bergquist that he "wents to tum on
the world" with these methods.

ARGONAUT: What did you envision as s
result of the Ross Point Project end whet
di4 you expect it to do for the university?
BERGQVIST: I think what we envisioned
is ultimately some rather significant
changes in the whole structure and in the
way people relate to each other in the
university. Also, the way in which the
educational environment is constructed in
this university. The idea of one workshop
doing it is false.

I would personally like to see, although
I don". see the workshops as working in

that direction, the development of a no-
tion of community government in the
university —Where decisions are being
made not just by faculty, or just by

-.administration, but by the staff, students,
secretaries, janitors, etc. But I think that
before some system like that can develop
there has to be a trust or some element of
trust and some sort of capacity of the
university. to really deal with and manage
conflict. To the point where they'e not
really up tight. This sort of thing involves
some changing in basic values and
development of skills that I don't think
are present in very many organizations,
iet alone tPe university. This means
getting people to relate to each other in

new and slightly different ways, really
radically different ways in terms of
openly, honestly and looking upon
disagreement as the beginning of a
conversation rather than the end.

There are a lot of different things that
I think are behind this kind of a humanis-

tic envirjinment. I'm hoping that the

university will begin to accept the notion

of a total education environment, the
notion of really developing an
environment where teachers are spending
a lot less time up there lecturing and a
hell of a lot more time trying to work on
the total environment of the university.
And the same with the students work-

ing with a cooperative attitude.
In the future we are going to have some

more workshops. This spring we have a
second workshop planned. This workshop
will be half composed of people from the
university and the other half from the
community, not just the Moscow
community, but from the state
community. People from the Governor'
office. businessmen, this sort of thing.
Because this is another element of the
program —trying to get members of the
university and the community working
together. Both of them are kind of like
seeding operations, getting people into it,
kind of giving them an idea of what it is
all about. We expect them, when they go
back, to make mistakes, like we all do,
but showing them that this is a real
beginning-showing a few people within
the university that this can really be
successful, The next step will be to work
with intact groups, like beginning to work
with university committees or beginning
to work with the student senate.

ARGONAUT: In some respects isn'
sensitivity training, like the Ross Point
project, s kind of changing snd moulding
process somewhat skin to brainwashing
snd couldn't it be used negatively as well as
positively 7

BERGQUIST: Yes, it certainly could, but
first of all what we are doing up at Ross
Point is not sensitivity training. What we
were doing there is highly structured and
very focused and very different from
sensitivity training, although some of the
basic ideas are the same.

But probably the most important work
we are going to do is in not what we did up
at Ross Point or even with the second lab.
But is the work we do with intact groups.
It doesn't do much good to take a person
up to there and get them "fixed," or
whatever, when they have to come back
here into this environment which remains
essentially unchanged, There are a lot of
people waiting back here with great
expectations —that the people who
participated in Ross Point are supposed to
come back here and really do great
things. So the really important work will
be the things that are done with intact
groups.

Changes take place within individuals,
not on the organizational level. And they
only take place when you work with real
problems. At Ross Point we were playing
all kinds of games and things. It's when
we get down and work with you people in

your jobs and what you are really doing
and the way you'e affecting each other.
That's when it's going to really begin to
change. God! I haven't really spouted off
about this thing for quite awhile.

ARGONAUT: Can we get into these "T"
groups, this small group sensitivity
trsining? Whet is their goal Iii terms of what

they will do for the person as an individusl?

BERGQUIST: You can go around saying
that they make people relate to each
other in new. ways, but I,think that
the question about "T" groups is really
kind of hard to answer because the basic
underlying assumption of "T" groups
is that a person. will get out of a "T"
group what he wants —that you can set
up any kind of norms, we can do any-

thing we want in the group as long
as we don't abuse the rights of the
individual and that your own goals

for coming into this group are of primary
importance. At that point in a group you
open it up.

The basic idea of it is that the group
begins to develop its own norms, its own

ways of relating to each other. Usually a
group will begin by dealing primarily with

"A1ost of the significant interaction didn't take place within the
structured parr of the experiment. It happened when just two
people got together and talked or when we went out and had
some beeri%'keit was beautiful."

t.he, here and now. That is they will deal
with the things that are happening right at
i.his moment between the people involved.
'josey will be getting feedback from.
other people as to how they'e affecting
them, And this feedback is usually
much more honest than is usual, so
you kind of have a mirror with some-
one reflecting back their impressions

'f

you.
A "T"group is not just a place where

you say all the things you hate about the
other person. Usually when people think
about being open they think "Gee, I can
ireally say all the things I really don't like
about this person." That does come out in
a group but the stuff that's really hard to
Ibring out in a group is the things where
',iiou are saying something really positive
;about the other person, not in an attempt
ito manipulate them, but in an attempt to
really express how you feel. To really say
that you love another person or that you
like something that person has done, and
that's very hard, but a good group works
in those two simultaneously. If you just sit
back and you really can't accept it or you
can dismiss that other person but if you
know that the other person is really
concerned about you, really cares about
you and you are important to him, then at
that point you can begin to really accept
someone and say "What does he really
mean?" If that other person is really
important to me than I am more likely
!o try and make sense of what he said
!o me. This doesn't necessarily mean
!o change. It may not be worth that
much to me to change to get the other
person to hke me
ARGONAUT; Whet kind of feeling is this
supposed to instill in your mind? Are you
supposed to feel flowers snd gentle
breezes?

BERGQUIST: No. Sometimes l go away
from groups and say "that was just a
shitty experience. I'l never be in one
again." But that may not be a bad group
meeting either, it may 6e one tj!at'I )lave
learned a hell of a lot from. Sometimes
Igo away feeling really good about other
people. Sometimes I go away feeling very
good about myself. The feelings I get in
feehngs I get with relatmg to other
people, The only thing is that they
tend to be more intense. Because there's a lot of stuff that's getting in your
way in your relationship with other
people. Like right now the way we'e
relating with each other. We have a
lot of underlying things that we aren'
talking about that have to do with this
talk, namely of conducting the inter-
view. Whereas in a group what you
really do is dispense with the task and
you really try and focus on the things that
are underlying that task.

ARGONAUT: Is it that easy to dispense
with the tssk?
BERGQUIST: No. It's harder than hell.
Because it's really hard to get down to
these relationships. I notice in my own
life that I'm very good at filling my life
with a lot of different tasks and projects.
Which is a nice way of keeping from
really confronting myself. I also do a nice
job of filling my life with tasks that allow
me to avoid other people —really relating
to them.

When happens in a "T" group is that
you get rid of all that stuff. That it is all
pulled out from underneath you, It's hard.
It's really hard, but it is surprising how
much you have to talk about. Those
groups can go on for days and days. Like
this summer we will be running a lab
morning, noon, and night for ten days
straight. Everyone will be living together
in a house which will be the way we will
be running th'e course.

What do you talk about? Well you talk
about a hell of a lot of things. You
experiment with new things. You try out
new ways of relating to each other. The
sort of things you can't try with your wife
or kid or your best friend because if you
blow it it is an important relationship you
have lost. Whereas with a stranger you
try it and if it fails you have lost nothing
that is really valuable to you; you will live
through it.
ARGONAUT: Is there any tberspeuticsl
value to an experiment such as s "T"
group?
BERGQUIST: I think it is really
important to differentiate between group
therapy and sensitivity groups.
Sensitivity groups are really for people
that are pretty well adjusted. The
important relationships are not between
the trainer and the group, but between
different members of the group. I would
say a guy that is really kind of screwed up
does not belong in a "T" group. As a
matter of fact we are in the process of
setting up procedures for screening
people before they come into the "T"
groups now. We haven't had any problems
so far in this university

I

ARGONAUT: Would it be possible
between psychedelic drugs end the "T"
group experience to get an even more vast,

more valuable experience?
BERGQUIST: Yeah. It's possible. I think
it's possible especially if the lab is
focused on the personal, the stuff inside

yourself. My only reaction against the use

of drugs, and I am nowhere near being

an expert on drugs, would be that it can

be a kind of prop —an artificial experi-

ence. Just like the use of techniques in

group relationships. The important

thing about these groups is that what-
ever point tney arrive at uiey uu sv.ui

the cold light of daywold sober. That

makes it that much easier for them to

apply to everyday situations whereas

with drugs It Is that l9uch more diff l

cult to translate it back into everyday
reality.

ARGONAUT: Why csn the young student
snd the somewhat entrenched college
professor become more at ease with one
another in s Ross Point type of
stmosphere? Is it becsuse it is in s more
controlled stmosphere?
BERGQUIST: I would put it the other
way around. It is because they are in an
uncontrolled atmosphere, on neutral
ground. They are both wearing
comfortable clothes, something as simple
as that. The norm is established right off
the bat by everyone calling each other by
their first names. This is a trivia, but the
trivia begins to add up. The fact they have
nothing else to do for three days.
ARGONAUT: Aren't there enough like

people that they would tend to band
together snd apply group pressure on
someone of an unlike group in order to
exert some kind of control7
BERGQUIST: Yes, there are some things
that way. I have to say that some things at
Ross Point had only something to do with
this. I think we had only minimal impact,
which is what it is all about. Like these
were really a hell of a good group of
people. Like most of us are if we can get
out away from it all.

Most of the significant inter-reaction
didn't take place within the structured
part of the experiment. It happened when
just two people got together and talked or
when we went out and had some beer; like
it was beautiful. The last night we were
there we went into this old really uptight
bar with all these very, very conservative
truckdrivers. You know we didn't really
know what kind of a bar it was. I just
made reservations over the phone. We
went in with the people that had long hair
streaming all over the place and stomping
all over the place and people really began
to get uptight. But everybody in our group
was s free; just dancing around and
having ball. Not only was it beautiful in

teims '-the people who were at Ross
Point, but also all these really uptight
truck drivers began to loosen up. The
spirit that had developed at Ross Point
was really infectious.
ARGONAUT: Do you feel that there are
things which could be instituted to make
the university experience, the rigid
classroom structure, less so?
BERGQUIST: Yes, I think there are
some very obvious things that can be done
to change just the basic ways in which
professors are relating to students. To
free them from the lecture system. The
lecture system really went out with the
middle ages. It really did. Most of the
stuff you get you would have gotten from
the book.
ARGONAUT: How do you go about
changing the professor with twenty yesr
tenure that still feels rigid classroom
structure will make the class more
respectful of his position? You know we
csn't just wait for them to sll die oif.
BERGQUIST: I think that we should try
to provide an environment with no threat.
He has to be willing to experiment, to
spend a day or two relating to students.
The students have to accept him as a
human. Another approach is to change the
university structure. We must provide
rewards of good teaching, not just for
good research. For instructional
improvement we must help the man who
gets negative feedback from his students
to find alternatives to his methods. There
is no simple answer —it's tricky.
ARGONAUT: From your experience, who
can actually change the uiiiversity?

BERGQUIST: I learned last year that the
leverage for change has to come throuj
the faculty —not through the
administration or students. This is not
any more representative than control by
adm! mstratlon.

In one way this is good. We have a large
group running the school, and we have a
better chance at community government.
Community government is not giving the
vote to everyone. It is taking it away. If
ten thousand people are voting, you can'
really say that any one person has the
vote.

Editor's Note:Alen Rose, s member of the

faculty who attended the Leadership

Dynamics Workshop, hsd some different

reactions to the experience.
ARGONAUT; When did you decide you

were not enamored of Leadership
Dynamics —at the first session or when you

got beck from the second weekend?
ROSE. Oh I think the second sectit > I
enjoyed the first session because I
thought it looked promising... but it
didn't lead anywhere. Almost
immediately in the beginning it seems it
was exactly the same thing. You know, I
expected it to go a step further, to deal
with real conflicts in real situations and it
didn't do that.

ARGONAUT: In other words, you wanted
the conflict to deal with, real university
situations 7

ROSE: Well, any situations, specifically
university situations, the situations with
conflicts in society, the real conflicts, not
manufactured conflicts, not games.
ARGONAUT: Then you started being
unhappy with it there) Or wss it when you
got bsck7
ROSE: It started there. I was thoroughly
discontent with the second section. Let
me prefix that, when I say thoroughly
discontent I still mean there was positive
value in that I met a lot of very good
people and I was honest with people in a
way that you'e not usually honest with
people and they were honest with me in a
way that they'e not usually honest with
me.

I mean I met you there that weekend
and I tTiink that we somewhat know each
other and that wouldn't have happened if
it hadn't been for the sessions, So that to
me was a positive side but what I'm
against is being much more ambitious and
seeing it as anything more than that —as a
game. I thought it was a dandy weekend
to get to know people and I don't think it
was by any means irrelevent. I think it'
really important.
ARGONAUT: D'o you think it's spplicsble
to take individuals out of groups or do you
think it would be better to change that part
of it? What I'm trying to ssy is that it hss
been suggested to them to take intact
groups instead of taking isolated individuals
from the community. What do you think of
that ides7
ROSE. I think its probably a much
better idea because a group would

already have a purpose.
ARGONAUT: Do you think that instead of
dealing with general issues it should be
more specilic?

how would you instill this kind of vsiiis
conflict?

ROSE: I think I would choose issues,,
specific issues, things to do with either
the university or the war, things to dp
with the curriculum. Specific thing>
where there would be obviously two sides,
to the question, where it would be a case
of personal values.

ARGONAUT: So you think it wss the
second session that fell

ROSE: It's difficult to say in retrpspe I
It was a novelty, it was exciting the fusI
time. I suppose that was somewhat
overworked. But Isuppose it was that I
was prepared to give it a certain amount
of time to get where I thought it was gp.
ing. It just never seemed to go there I
want to fall back to the other thing ypu

said —about it—how can it ever lead
anywhere if there are different vaiues
You know, perhaps even if the values
can't ever be resolved. Perhaps it can stifl
lead somehwere as to the reorganjzatjpa
of society, and how these values exist and
people will still be free to do the things
they want to do. I really think the buildup,
the intimacy and the honesty would have
to be an integral part of the thing if ypu
want to get people to the stage where they
are really being honest with each other
and really saymg some of these thmgs Sp

what you are saying is that you couldn'

go into the kind of session I'm talking
about. Maybe that's why taking a group
with a common purpose would be a good
idea. For example the group I'm involved
in—the Coaliation for Peace and Survival.
Take a bunch of people who think
somewhat alike and who have a specific
goal, and then see where the
inconsistencies are in the way you reason
or perhaps take a group like that and a
completely opposite group... the John
Birch Society or the YAF.

ARGONAUT: Would you try to unite them
or just get them to talk.
ROSE: I don't know if you'd ever unite
them but you might get something out of
it. You might get to some point where
at least the inconsistencies involved
could be determined. Where people
would have to decide they wouldn't be
able tp fool themselves and say I really
believe this. Say liberty, and then
having someone else show them why
liberty doesn't exist in this soci-
ety. On the other hand having one
freedom and then having someone with an
opposing view show us why what we'e
holding is inconsistent.
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ROSE: Well, in a way I thinK it should
be more specific and less specific. It
should be more specific in dealing with
concrete conflict. I mean a lot of the
talk went on around conflict but it was
conflict on a very personal level, and I
think that personal conflict is a reflec-
tion of conflict in society and so it should
be mo! e specific about what produced
the conllict in society that the individual
reflect.:. But it should be less specific
about the individual hangups because
I see the individual hangups as relect-
ing the injustices and the conflicts that
are determined by society. I don't think
we could be different, really.
ARGONAUT: Do you think they sbccid
continue leadership dynsmics or do you
think they should forget about u as Ius~
being worthless?
ROSE No I don t thmk they should just
forget about it. I don't think it is
worthless. I think it doesn't do what it
set out to do. I don't believe it leads any-
where other than people getting to know
each other. I would like to see it contin-
ued and reoriented but the thing that
kept getting at me was that we were
manufacturing games and causing con-
flict artifically and we came to terms
with everything. Watching the processes
at work was very informative and per-
haps useful but what would have hap-
pened if the conflict had been real value
conflicts, if it hadn't been a case of
someone else pushing them down. What
if you were both working with a group
conscience and that's the thing that I
think needs to be examined. That'
where the work needs to be done.
ARGONAUT: If you were going to reorient.

ARGONAUT: Leadership Dynamics hss
also been accused of being quote, unquote
brainwashing. Do you think n is)
ROSE: No, there's something in it, a
psuedo-psychoanalytic therapy in that
you triumph. People conform to what is,
and that's why perhaps you don't have to
discuss outside issues where there is
conflict. If you can get people to disagree
but contentedly over little things then you
can have a united university community,
But we don't really go into open battle.
ARGONAUT: Do you think it would crests
better cr worse feelings afterward il you got
into s reel value judgement conflict?
ROSE: Well, I don't know. I don't know.
Yet that's really important. What's more
important —that rapport or things being
just. You hit the nail on the head. For me
it's more important If things be just even
if they are not then there's not that
rapport which would be really
unfortunate. If they weren', but to hell
with that. I want to see it just. I don'
care so much really if Bob Coonrod
likes me or I like him, though Ido care.
To me it's far more important that
things be just.

ARGONAUT: So then, of course, one hss tc
determine whet just is,
ROSE Sure but there is obviously
just!ce m all of these thmgs. It s fmdlng
out where the justness is in each point of
view and perhaps isolating it rather than
saying this is always just. That's the only
way I see dealing with conflict and
essentially leadership Otherwise I see it
becoming really manipulating. You see
we learned to manipulate very well, but
what happens when you get two skilled
manipulators together?

"I want to see it just. I don't care so much really if Bob Coonrod
likes me, or I like him, though I do care. To me,it's far more impor-
tant that things bejust."


